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ABSTRACT
Modeling and Observation of Interstellar He+ Pickup
Ions in the Inner Heliosphere
by
Junhong Chen
University of New Hampshire, May, 2017
Interstellar pickup ions constitute a charged particle population that originates
from interstellar neutrals inside the heliosphere. They are produced by photoioniza-
tion, charge exchange with solar wind ions, and electron impact ionization (EI). Once
ionized, they are picked up by the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and rapidly
swept outward with the solar wind. Typically, pickup ion distributions have been
described in terms of a velocity distribution function that evolves through fast pitch
angle scattering followed by adiabatic cooling during radial transport in the reference
frame of the solar wind [e.g., Vasyliunas & Siscoe, 1976, VS76 hereafter].
In the VS76 model, the slope of the isotropic velocity distributions is controlled
by the combination of the ionization rate and the cooling process. Thus far, for the
cooling index that relates the slope of the velocity distribution to the radial transport
and expansion of the pickup ions a constant value of 3/2 has been widely used. The
implicit assumptions to arrive at this value are immediate PUI isotropization due
to pitch angle scattering and solar wind expansion with the square of the distance
from the Sun. Any experimental determination of the cooling index depends on
xv
the knowledge of the ionization rate and its spatial variation, as well as solar wind
and interplanetary conditions. In this thesis, we study their influences on the PUI
cooling index and separate them by making use of the two complementary helium PUI
data sets from SWICS instrument on the ACE spacecraft, and PLASTIC instrument
on STEREO spacecraft. We use the pickup ion observations from ACE SIWCS in
the last solar cycle to determine the cooling index, and the possible effects of the
electron impact ionization on the determination of the cooling index. With pickup
ion observations from STEREO PLASTIC, we determine how solar wind expansion
patterns affect the cooling index.
We find that the cooling index varies substantially with solar activity and suspect
that these variations may be due to the influence of electron impact ionization, solar
wind structures, and slow pitch angle scattering. Electron impact ionization, which
does not scale as 1/r2, is shown to have negligible influence on the cooling index and
its variations. However, the effects of solar wind compression and rarefaction regions
are found to be important. Comparisons of the pickup ion cooling behavior in the
compression and rarefaction regions show that the radial solar wind expansion behav-
iors that differ from the usual 1/r2 scaling may play the leading roles in the observed
variations. A kinetic model of PUI is used to quantitatively describe their behavior
in co-rotating interaction regions (CIR). The simulated distributions mimic closely
the observed variations in the cooling behavior of PUIs in these regions. In addition,
suprathermal tails appear to emerge from the PUI distributions inside compression
regions, which provide further evidence that some particles of this population are




Interstellar neutral gas penetrates into the inner heliosphere as a neutral wind with
a speed of 23 km/s [Mo¨bius et al., 2012] due to the relative motion between the Sun
and the local interstellar medium (LISM). According to our current knowledge of
the LISM, the medium is only partially ionized, and the neutral interstellar particles
flow nearly unimpeded into the heliosphere. In the heliosphere some portion of the
neutral atoms is ionized through photoionization, charge exchange with solar wind
ions, or through electron impact ionization. The speed of interstellar atoms in the
heliosphere is small compared with the solar wind speed. The ions are then picked
up by the interplanetary magnetic field with an initial velocity that is approximately
equal to the solar wind speed in the solar wind frame. They form an initial ring
velocity distribution in the solar wind frame. This ring velocity distribution of pickup
ions (PUIs) is highly unstable and pitch-angle scattered by resonant wave-particle
interaction with ambient and self-generated waves in the solar wind plasma. The
PUI distributions are then cooled due to the radial expansion of the solar wind.
Both processes act on different, but at times comparable time scales with complex
influences on the velocity distributions. These ions that are convected with the solar
1
wind constitute a distinct charged particle population in the solar wind whose origin
is the interstellar medium and said to be interstellar PUIs.
The intensity and shape of a PUI distribution at an observer location in the inner
solar wind depends on a complex combination of the processes introduced above. The
details of the observed distribution are significantly affected by all these processes and
their variations. Therefore, understanding the variations and their effects on PUIs
will advance our understanding of the diagnostics of the interstellar gas in the helio-
sphere and of the transport of suprathermal and energetic particles. The observations
of interstellar PUIs provide an indirect method to access the information on the in-
terstellar medium. Therefore, studying the PUI distribution will allow us to diagnose
the physical parameters in the interstellar gas such as relative speed, density, temper-
ature, and the inflow direction. Additionally, PUIs are an important suprathermal
components in the solar wind. The ubiquitous presence of a suprathermal, power-law
tail on the omnidirectional distribution function of the form f(v) ∝ v−5 [Gloeckler,
2003] under many different circumstances, even in the quiet solar wind, leads to the
suggestion that they are the result of the stochastic acceleration in the compressional
turbulence under some thermodynamic constraints [Fisk and Gloeckler, 2006, 2007,
2008]. In the outer heliosphere, PUIs born of charge exchange in the supersonic solar
wind remove both momentum and energy from the bulk solar wind flow, and thus de-
celerate the solar wind and reduce the ram pressure [Wang and Richardson, 2001]. In
addition, the unstable PUI ring distribution can generate magnetic fluctuations that
heat the solar wind thermal ions and lead to an increase of average plasma tempera-
ture [Gray et al., 1996; Isenberg, 2005; Smith et al., 2006]. The increased PUI thermal
pressure becomes also a significant contribution to the pressure-balanced structures
2
in the solar wind [Burlaga et al., 1994]. PUIs have also been identified as important
seed particles for efficient particle acceleration at compressions and shocks in the in-
terplanetary space. Beyond 2 AU where the forward and reverse shock pairs bounding
the CIR are fully developed, ions could be accelerated to tens of Mev/n via first order
Fermi acceleration at the two shocks and transport inward along the magnetic field
lines to 1 AU. However, evidence [Mason, 2000; Chotoo et al., 2000; Ebert et al., 2012]
showed particles can be locally accelerated within a CIR compression region at 1 AU
where the shock pairs were not formed yet. This process was interpreted as diffusive
compression acceleration in the solar wind gradual compression region by Giaclone
et al [2002].
In the absence of observation , the basic characteristics of interstellar PUIs created
from these interstellar neutrals were predicted [Vasyliunas & Siscoe, 1976, referred as
VS76 hereinafter] by considering two extreme cases, either involving no scattering of
the PUIs or assuming rapid scattering to isotropy by waves in the solar wind frame.
Assuming that ions attain instantaneous isotropy in the solar wind frame, the latter
case is equivalent to treating PUIs as an ideal gas with adiabatic expansion. The







Here, α represents the cooling index, where a higher cooling index corresponds to
slower cooling. The cooling equation connects the PUI speed v at the observer location
r0, the solar wind speed Vsw, the source location of PUIs r, and location of an observer.
In this model, the shape of the PUI velocity distribution at the observer location
3
r0 is determined by a combination of the distance dependent PUI source strength
and the cooling process that maps the observed position in velocity space v to the
radial source location. Assuming that, on average, the solar wind density is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance from the Sun and PUI velocity distribution
has three degrees of freedom, we arrive at a cooling index α = 3/2 for adiabatic
cooling [Vasyliunas and Siscoe, 1976; Mo¨bius et al., 1988].
The first direct observations of interstellar PUIs [Mo¨bius et al., 1985; Gloeckler
et al., 1993] were more consistent with isotropy of PUIs in the solar wind frame
according to the VS76. However, PUI observations also showed signs that appeared to
deviate from the simple model. Strongly anisotropic PUI distributions were observed
later [Gloeckler et al., 1995; Mo¨bius et al., 1998]. These observed anisotropies may
be related to inefficient or incomplete pitch-angle scattering due to slow pitch angle
scattering rate or radial IMF condition, and were widely studied [Fisk et al., 1997;
Isenberg, 1997; Chalov and Fahr, 1998a; Schwadron, 1998; Lu and Zank, 2001; Saul
et al., 2007].
However, for the case of rapid pitch angle scattering, the PUI velocity distribution
function can be treated as isotropic. For almost perpendicular IMF, the gyrotropic
PUI distribution exhibits no anisotropy within the field-of-view in the solar wind
direction. For collisionless solar wind plasma confined by magnetic field, Fahr [2007]
pointed out that the conservation of the first magnetic adiabatic moment leads to
a cooling index α = 1 if PUIs are freely convected with the solar wind and the
magnitude of the magnetic field magnitude varies inversely with the square of the
distance from the Sun. Magnetic confinement only cools the two velocity components
perpendicular to the magnetic field.
4
Any modification of the cooling law may result in a somewhat different mapping of
a given neutral gas distribution into the PUI velocity distribution. For these reasons,
we suggest that the original assumption of VS76 with regard to the cooling rate
deserves some additional scrutiny. In this thesis the previous implicit assumptions of a
constant cooling index that is equal to 3/2 is tested over a wide range of independently
measured ionization rates, which determine the radial gradient of the neutral gas
distribution. The potential effects are classified and studied to explain the large
variations of the cooling index.
The structure of this thesis is arranged as following:
1. In Chapter 2, I give a brief introduction to the heliosphere and the interstellar
medium.
2. In Chapter 3, I discuss the general transport processes of interstellar PUIs
including the formation of ring distribution, pitch angle scattering, adiabatic
cooling, and the acceleration processes.
3. In Chapter 4, I describe the spacecraft, its onboard instruments, and data sets
used in this thesis.
4. In Chapter 5, I present an observational study of the cooling behavior of inter-
stellar helium PUIs in the inner heliosphere. The previous implicit assumptions
of a constant cooling index that is equal to 3/2 is tested over a wide range of in-
dependent measured ionization rate over the last solar cycle. An isotropic PUI
distribution according to VS76 is used in which the cooling index is treated as
an independent free parameter and compared with the observations [Chen et al.,
5
2013]. In this analysis, the charge exchange and electron impact ionization rate
are neglected.
5. In Chapter 6, I discuss the possible modification of the cooling index of the
interstellar helium PUI by electron impact ionization rate in the inner helio-
sphere. Electron impact ionization is the only ionization process that varies
stronger with the distance from the Sun than r−2, and may become important
in coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and in solar wind stream interaction regions
(SIRs). Therefore, in this chapter, I determine how strongly the electron impact
ionization may influence the PUI cooling index as derived from observations.
This work is also shown in Chen et al. [2014].
6. In Chapter 7, I perform a statistical study of the PUI cooling behavior in
solar wind compresion and rarefaction regions based on the data and model
comparison. In addition, I model the PUI evolution in a co-rotating interaction
region (CIR) inside 1 AU [Chen et al. 2015]. The PUI velocity distributions in
CIR are computed through a highly versatile and flexible parallelized numerical
kinetic particle code called Energetic Particle Radiation Environment Module
(EPREM) [Schwadron et al., 2010]. A simple model of a CIR constructed by
Giacalone et al. [2002] is adopted in the simulation. The possible acceleration
of PUIs in the CIR is discussed as well.






The solar system moves through the local interstellar cloud, driving an interstellar
wind of particles. The solar wind streams away from the Sun and blows against
the interstellar medium and clears out a bubble like region. The bubble inside the
boundary of the solar system is called heliosphere. The interstellar neutrals penetrate
into the heliosphere and suffering loss due to ionization. They are the main sources
of the interstellar PUIs. In this chapter, we discuss basics of the heliosphere and
interstellar medium. The classic models of the interstellar neutrals are also discussed.
At the end of this Chapter, we will discuss the importance of the interstellar neutral
helium for this thesis.
2.1 The Sun and Solar Wind
Lets first start with the Sun. The Sun is an ordinary a G-type star, and also the
closest star to us. The solar diameter is about 1.4 million km and its mass amounts
1.99× 1030kg which accounts for over 99.9% of mass in the solar system. It consists
7
to about 70% of hydrogen, about 28% of helium, and about 2% of heavier elements
such as oxygen and carbon.
The solar atmosphere consists of the photosphere, chromosphere and corona. The
photosphere is the visible surface of the Sun, which produces most of the visible light.
Outside the photosphere, the temperature rises rapidly through the middle layer, the
chromosphere, and the outer layer, the corona. The corona extends the atmosphere of
the Sun, and has a temperature on the order of one million Kelvin. The Sun exhibits
an approximately 11-year solar activity cycle, with increased numbers of sunspots,
solar flares and other eruptive events at solar maximum. The solar structure is shown
in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1: View of the Sun and solar wind origins [Woo and Habbal, 2002].
The Sun blows out a constant solar wind, which is highly ionized plasma. About
95% of the solar wind ions are protons, about 5% helium, and less than 1% heavy
ions. The solar wind is generally divided into two components, which are referred
as the slow and fast solar wind. The slow solar wind (with a typical velocity of 400
8
km/s) originates in the streamer belt, whereas the fast solar wind (with a typical
velocity of 800 km/s) comes from coronal holes. The physics of the solar wind was
first explained by Eugene Parker [1958] before the first spacecraft observations of the
solar wind. Parker [1958] suggested that the corona cannot be in static equilibrium
but must be continually expanding. Following the main assumptions made that the
outflow is time-independent, spherically symmetric, and isothermal, we can write the
hydrodynamic equations as
∇ · (ρ~V ) = 0 (2.1)
ρ(~V · ∇)~V = −∇p+ ρg (2.2)
p = ρRT (2.3)
Equation 2.1 is the continuity equation and 2.2 the momentum conservation equa-
tion. Equation 2.3 corresponds to an isothermal corona. By combining these equa-

















where cs is the sound speed, rc = GMs/2c
2
s is the critical point where solar wind speed
reaches the sound speed, G is the gravitational constant, and Ms is the solar mass.
The above equation allows a family of solutions as shown in Figure 2-2. However,
type I and II are double-valued, and non-physical. Type III requires flow be initially
supersonic that is not observed. Type IV leads to a finite density at large r, and thus
yield a finite pressure that cannot match the pressure of the interstellar medium.
Therefore, type IV is also non-physical. We finally obtain only one physical solution
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type V taking into account that solar wind begins with subsonic speed close to the
Sun, is accelerated away from the solar surface, passes through the sound speed at
the critical point, and reaches supersonic speed beyond.
Figure 2-2: Different classes for solutions of the solar wind speed as a function of
distance from the Sun [Parker, 1965].
The solar atmosphere is highly conductive, and thus the magnetic field is frozen
into the plasma. In the lower corona, the magnetic field rotates with the Sun, while
in the outer corona the expansion of the solar wind carries the magnetic field outward
into interplanetary space. A magnetic field line that starts at a given location on
the surface of the Sun is drawn out along the path of the solar wind emanating from
that location, while the surface rotates underneath. Therefore, the interplanetary



















Φ is the polar angle, and Ωs the solar rotation rate. As can be seen in equation
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square. Thus the azimuthal component dominates at large distances, which leads to
a magnetic field perpendicular to the radial direction. The magnetic field is more
radial close to the Sun. The magnetic field lines are shown in Figure 2-3.
Figure 2-3: Parker Spiral Magnetic Field.
2.2 The Heliosphere
Close to the Sun, the solar wind has a large dynamic pressure and can easily push
the interstellar medium away from the Sun. As the solar wind expands outward
from the Sun at supersonic speed, it becomes cooler and less dense. The solar wind
pressure decreases with the square of the distance from the Sun. Far away from the
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Sun, the pressure from the interstellar medium is sufficient to slow down the solar
wind to form a shock, the termination shock. The supersonic solar wind slows down
to subsonic speed. Further away from Sun, the solar wind pressure becomes very
small and is no longer enough to push back the interstellar medium. The solar wind
is eventually stopped at the heliopause, the boundary of the heliosphere where the
heliosphere meets the local interstellar medium. A bow shock may form beyond the
heliopause due the movement of the Sun through interstellar space. A schematic
picture of heliosphere and its interaction with the interstellar medium is shown in
Figure 2-4.
Figure 2-4: The heliopshere and its interaction with the interstellar medium (NASA).
The position of the Voyager spacecraft are marked.
2.3 Local Interstellar Medium
The boundary of the heliosphere is determined by the balance between the pressure of
the expanding solar wind and the ambient pressure of the local interstellar medium.
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Outside the heliosphere is the local interstellar cloud (LIC) that is partially ionized
interstellar gas. It is made up of neutral atoms, ions, and electrons. The LIC is just
one of a number of clouds in the LISM. Interstellar neutrals are the main source of
the information on the LIC parameters because neutrals can freely travel into the
heliosphere, while plasma component is diverted around the heliosphere. The most
abundant neutral component in the LISM is atomic hydrogen. Minor neutral com-
ponents in the LISM are helium, oxygen, and others. Interstellar neutrals penetrate
into the inner heliosphere as an interstellar wind due to the relative motion between
the Sun and the LIC. Through the interplay between this wind, ionization processes,
solar gravity, and radiation pressure (important for H), a characteristic flow pattern
and density structure is formed with a cavity close to the Sun and gravitational fo-
cusing on the downwind side (for all species except H). In the early days, interstellar
neutrals were detected done remotely through backscattered solar Lyman intensity
sky maps [Bertaux and Blamont, 1971; Thomas and Krassa, 1971] in the early days.
By analyzing the Lyman-α maps, the parameters of H become accessible to mea-
surements [Blum and Fahr, 1970a; Axford, 1972; Adams and Frisch, 1977]. When
approaching the Sun, the interstellar neutrals are gradually ionized by photoioniza-
tion, charge exchange with solar wind proton and alpha particles, and electron impact
ionization. The ions formed in these processes are picked up by solar wind and carried
away from the Sun. The discovery of interstellar PUIs [Mo¨bius et al., 1985; Gloeckler
et al., 1993], as a secondary product from the ionization of the neutrals, introduced
a first in-situ method for probing the interstellar neutral gas [Mo¨bius et al., 1995a,b;
Gloeckler et al., 2004; Drews et al., 2010]. They have become an excellent tool for
advancing our understanding of the diagnostics not only of interstellar neutral gas
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in the heliosphere but also of the transport processes of particles in solar wind, and
suprathermal and energetic particles in the interplanetary space . PUIs are also im-
portant sources for efficient particle acceleration, much more effective than direct
acceleration out of more abundant solar wind. In addition, the rich detail of the par-
ticle transport process extracted from PUI distribution is applicable to wave particle
interaction in the solar wind and the transport of the suprathermal particles. More
recently, the capabilities for studying the LISM have been improved by advent of new
in situ techniques. The Ulysses and IBEX spacecraft provide the direct detection of
interstellar neutrals [Witte et al., 1993; Fuselier et al., 2009]. These detections allow
us to determine analytically the physical parameters in the LIC, such as the temper-
ature, relative velocity vector, and provides the comprehensive in-situ values for the
interstellar material.
2.4 Interstellar Neutrals Inside the Heliosphere
When interstellar neutrals approach the Sun, they follow hyperbolic trajectories due
to the influence of solar gravitation and radiation pressure. Both forces vary as 1/r2
so that they can be described by a combined potential
U = −(1− µ)GMsm
r
(2.6)
µ is the ratio of solar resonant radiation pressure to solar gravitational forces, m is the
mass of the neutral atom, and r is heliocentric distance. The solar radiation pressure
acting on hydrogen, which is due to the resonant interaction with the solar Lyman-α
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radiation, is strong, but negligible for helium. For helium, the solar gravitational
force focuses the neutrals on the downwind side thus forming an interstellar focusing
cone. The motion of neutral atoms is confined to an orbital plane that is determined









where v∞ is the initial inflow speed of the neutrals. Conservation of angular momen-
tum also applies and can be written as
bv∞ = const (2.8)
where b is the impact parameter for the orbits of the neutrals. The neutral gas inflow
direction relative to the Sun forms an axis of symmetry for the neutrals. Therefore,
it is convenient to express the trajectory equation in (r,θ) coordinates [Fahr, 1978]
r =
Cb2
1 + Cb sin θ − cos θ (2.9)
where C = v
2∞
(1−µ)GMs , and θ is the angle swept out by the neutrals relative to the
symmetry axis. This angle is counted from the upwind direction.
2.5 Ionization Interactions
When interstellar neutral atoms penetrate the heliosphere and approach the Sun they
are increasingly subjected to several ionization processes that reflect their interaction
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with the solar wind plasma and solar EUV radiation. These ionization processes
play a dual role for the PUI velocity distribution. Firstly, they are responsible for
the shaping of the local distribution of interstellar neutrals inside the heliosphere
through the loss of neutrals. Secondly, they lead to the production of PUIs . The
most import ionization processes are photoionization by solar EUV radiation, charge
exchange with solar wind ions, and electron impact ionization. The last one has local
importance (inside ∼ 1 AU) [Rucinski and Fahr, 1989].
Photoionization is the largest contributor to the total ionization rate of interstellar
neutral helium outside 1 AU. Any EUV photon above the ionization potential can
eject an electron from an interstellar neutral atom. The intensity of photoionization
depends on the solar activity cycle, and varies strongly on shorter time scales. Its
intensity goes down with the square of the solar distance, just as solar EUV flux does.
It also exhibits some latitudinal anisotropy [Auche´re et al., 2005].
Charge exchange ionization is another important ionization mechanism. It is an
interaction between an ion and a neutral atom in which an electron is transferred from
the neutral atom to the ion. The charge exchange ionization rate can be calculated
with:
βex = σcx(vsw)nswvsw (2.10)
where vsw is the solar wind speed, nsw is the solar wind density, and σcx is the
reaction cross section, which depends on the relative velocity of the particles. The
solar wind density is inversely proportional to the square of the heliospheric distance,
and therefore the charge exchange also drops off inversely proportional to the square
of the heliospheric distance, but does not show a clear periodic solar cycle modulation
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because the solar wind flux does not vary strongly with solar activity.
Charge exchange is an important reaction for hydrogen, oxygen, and other species
that have large reaction cross sections with solar wind particles. It is the most im-
portant ionization reaction for hydrogen, but it is practically negligible for the noble
gases helium and neon, being at a level of 1% of the total ionization rate, which is
much less than the uncertainty of the photoionization rate.
The third ionization mechanism is electron impact ionization. The electron impact
ionization rate βel(r) at distance r from the Sun can be calculated using the following







where me is the mass of electron, βel the relevant energy dependent reaction cross
section, E the electron energy, fe the distribution function of solar wind electrons,
and Pi represents the ionization potential of the species of interest. E and Pi are
given in electronvolts (eV). The solar wind electron distribution is complex, and
cannot be simply characterized by a single Maxwellian distribution. Instead, it is
typically approximated by a double-Maxwellian that consists of two separate popu-
lations [Rucinski and Fahr, 1989]: a relatively cool and dense core population and a
hot and rarified halo population. The density of the halo is typically at a level of 5%
of the core. The solar wind electron density and temperature are also important for
determining the relative importance of the electron impact ionization. The electron
density can be calculated from the solar wind density, invoking quasi-neutrality, and
thus is proportional to r−2 assuming spherically symmetric, stationary solar wind
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flow. However, the electron temperature is more complex, due to a cooling behav-
ior between isothermal and adiabatic. Therefore, electron impact ionization differs
from usual r−2 scaling, unlike photoionization and charge exchange ionization. The
correct cooling profile is important for the determination of the local electron impact
ionization rate.
For these reasons, electron impact ionization will also be enhanced in interplan-
etary shocks [Isenberg and Feldman, 1995] and solar wind compression regions, due
to the heating and compressions of the electrons in these regions. Furthermore, elec-
tron impact ionization does not exhibit a clear time modulation with solar activity
[Bzowski et al., 2013a].
All ionization processes cause losses of the neutrals on their way to the inner helio-
sphere. The survival probability Psurvival, or that a neutral atom has not participated






βtot(t, r(t)) = βph(t, r(t)) + βex(t, r(t)) + βel(t, r(t)) (2.13)
where βtot(t, r(t)) is the total ionization rate ,and βph(t, r(t)) the photoionization rate
at time t along trajectory r(t).
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2.6 Modeling Interstellar Neutral Gas Distribu-
tions
Modeling interstellar neutral gas distribution is very important to identify the relevant
physical mechanisms for the interactions between solar wind and LISM. Fahr [1968]
has suggested an approach to calculate the number density of the interstellar hydrogen
by taking into account the macroscopic motion of the hydrogen. This approach is
commonly accepted at least for two decades. It uses a simplified model assuming
that the neutrals have the same initial velocity far away from the Sun, which is in the
interstellar wind inflow direction. The thermal motion of neutrals is neglected. This
simple model is called a cold model. Since all neutral atoms have the same velocity
in the LISM, only two trajectories pass through each observer location (r, θ), which
are characterized by the two impact parameters derived from the trajectory equation











rC(1 + cos θi)
)
(2.14)
bi are the two impact parameters of the neutral atom that arrives at the space point
(r, θ), i = 1 is for the direct trajectories with θ1 = θ < pi, and i = 2 for the longer
indirect trajectories with θ2 = 2pi − θ1 shown in Figure 2-5. θ is the angle swept out
by the neutrals relative to the symmetry axis. The indirect path takes the particle
closer to the Sun, and for a longer time, before it reaches the observer location.









where P isurvival is the survival probability of the interstellar neutrals along the i-th
trajectory. If we assume that charge exchange and electron impact ionization are
negligible, which is reasonable for helium, then the survival probability can be written
as:







Figure 2-5: Geometry of the trajectories of the interstellar neutrals. An observer
location M with coordinate (r, θ) is crossed by two hyperbolic trajectories coming
from infinity with two different impact parameters b1 and b2. The top (a) and bottom
(b) figures correspond to µ < 1 and µ ≥ 1, respectively. The cold model leads to a
singularity for the neutral density along the downwind axis. Adopted from Lallement
et al. [1985].
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In equation 2.16, βEph represents the photoionization rate at 1 astronomical unit (AU),
and rE is equal to 1 AU. The conservation of particle flux and angular momentum







with n∞ defined as the initial number density of the neutrals in the LISM. With

































where A = 1 + 4
rC(1+cos θ)
. Figure 2-6 shows the distribution of the number density of
interstellar helium atoms in the inner heliosphere (up to 2 AU) for the cold model.
In the upwind and crosswind region (0 ≥ θ < pi),the cold model works well and
is also a much simpler approach in these regions. However, the cold model fails
for the downwind direction (θ = pi), where it results in infinite densities. In fact,
the interstellar temperature is on the order of 104K. For locations close and inside
the focusing cone, a hot model has to be used to deal with the problem with finite
temperature of the interstellar neutrals [Fahr, 1971, 1974, 1978; Feldman et al., 1972;
Wu and Judge, 1979]. Such a model is called the classic hot model. It has been applied
by Lee et al. [2012] to analyses of atom fluxes measured at 1 AU by the IBEX. The






A Maxwellian distribution with a characteristic temperature T = 6300 K is assumed












where kB the Boltzmann constant. The hot model allows a determination of the
local velocity and temperature of the interstellar neutrals in the LISM from local
Figure 2-6: Cold model distribution of the number density of interstellar neutral he-
lium normalized to nHe = 0.015 cm
−3. The X axis corresponds to interstellar neutral
gas inflow direction. The density goes to infinity along the downwind direction.
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observations inside the heliosphere. Figure 2-7 shows an illustrative example of the
hot model of the interstellar helium distribution.
Figure 2-7: Hot model distribution of the number density of interstellar neutral helium
normalized to nHe = 0.015 cm
−3. The X axis corresponds to interstellar neutral gas
inflow direction. A helium density focusing cone is formed in the downwind direction.
2.7 Why Helium
The discussion thus far has been made for all interstellar neutral atoms in general.
However, the effectiveness of their passage and the depth to which they can advance
into heliosphere depends on their specific properties. The atomic properties determine
the probability of crossing the heliosphere interaction region, and the depth of the
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penetration into the heliosphere. For several reasons, this work focuses on the helium
PUIs despite the fact that hydrogen is the most abundant element.
Helium has a very high ionization potential (24.6 eV) and thus can penetrate deep
into the heliosphere. It remains the dominant component of the interstellar neutral
gas close to Earth’s orbit. Other species, such as the dominant hydrogen component,
do not penetrate in sufficient number to be detected at 1 AU. Also, solar radiation
pressure on hydrogen due to the continuous scattering of solar Lyman-α photons
depends heavily on solar activity. This factor makes the calculation of the hydrogen
density inside the heliosphere complex. Another potential reason to focus on helium
is that the singly charged helium PUIs are more readily to be identified as a PUI
component, while solar wind helium from the corona is doubly charged due to the
high coronal temperature (∼ 106 K).
Another advantage of helium is that interstellar neutral helium atoms are weakly
unaffected by the interface between the LISM and the heliosphere, and thus reflect
most closely the conditions in the LISM. The charge exchange cross section of helium
is very small, and thus the complex effects of the dynamic solar wind can be neglected
in our calculation of the helium density and the study of the PUI distribution
Most of the interstellar neutral helium entering the heliosphere leaves large portion
of it again in neutral . The remainder that is ionized has, however, great significance,
because it is the source of interstellar PUIs in the heliosphere. Once ionized, the newly
formed ions are picked up by the electromagnetic field and transported outward with




The interaction between the solar wind and the partially ionized interstellar medium
creates a new ion population known as PUIs. These ions are transported outward
with the solar wind. This chapter discusses the basic transport processes that PUIs
are subject to in the solar wind as well as their distribution functions. Two main
theoretical approaches that we use to model the PUI transport are discussed at the
end of this chapter.
3.1 Particle Distribution Function
Before we go further to discuss the PUI transport processes in the solar wind, we
introduce the general descriptions of charged particle distributions in a hot plasma,
in our case in the solar wind plasma. For a system with a large number of particles
it is impossible determine the motion of each particle and the forces acting on it.
Therefore, the more general approach, which is called kinetic theory, uses a statistical
description to compute the average motion of these particles. In kinetic theory, six-
dimensional phase space is considered, in which the dynamic state of a particle is
represented by a six-dimensional vector ~X = (~r,~v) at time t. Then at a given time
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t the average number density of each particle species i in a small volume element of
phase space is defined as the distribution function fi( ~X, t).
Instead of the equations of motion, we use a kinetic equation to describe the
evolution of the charged particle distribution function in phase space. The forces
acting on particles can be sub-divided into two types: external and internal forces. In
dilute space plasmas, such as the solar wind, the collisional mean free paths are large
compared with the relevant plasma scales, such as Debye and gyro lengths, and the
size of the plasma regions of interest. Therefore, the plasma is effectively collisionless.
For the case of the solar wind plasma, the only force acting on particles is the Lorentz
force. In the absence of collisions Liouville’s theorem states that the distribution





Equation 3.1 describes the change of the system state
∂fi( ~X, t)
∂t
+ ~v · ∇rfi( ~X, t) +
~F
m
· ∇vfi( ~X, t) = 0 (3.2)
where ~F = q( ~E + ~v × ~B) is the Lorentz force, q and m are the charge and mass of
the particle species, and ~E, ~B the electric and magnetic field. Equation 3.2 is the
collisionless Boltzmann Equation, also called the Vlasov Equation [Vlasov, 1945]. It
represents a special case of Liouville’s theorem. For problems which only require the
bulk parameters (or moments of the distribution function) of the plasma, the moment
equations are obtained by multiplying the Equation 3.2 by powers of the velocity and
integrating over velocity space.
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3.2 Pickup Ion Injection
Once the interstellar neutrals are ionized, they are picked up by the interplanetary
magnetic field ~B, in combination with the convection electric field ~E = −~Vsw × ~B.
After pickup, they move in the solar wind frame with a speed approximately equal
to the local solar wind speed Vsw, so that they gyrate around the magnetic field lines
and stream along the lines with the velocity components:
v⊥ = Vsw sin Θ, v‖ = Vsw cos Θ (3.3)
where v⊥, v‖ are the PUI speed perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field line,
and Θ the pitch angle determined by the local configuration of the magnetic field ~B:




The gyro radius rg can be obtained from the equation of motion in the plane perpen-




= |q| v⊥B (3.5)
and the gyro frequency is given by Ω = v⊥
rg
. Let me introduce a coordinate system
where the magnetic field is taken in the +z direction, +x is along the vector ~Vsw× ~B,
and +y along the vector ~B × ~x. Then the velocity of the PUI can be rewritten as:
(vx, vy, vz) = (Vsw sin Θ cos Ωt, Vsw sin Θ sin Ωt, Vsw cos Θ) (3.6)
When viewed in the inertial frame or the spacecraft frame the velocity of the solar
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wind (0, Vsw sin Θ,−Vsw cos Θ) is added so that Equation 3.6 becomes:
(Vsw sin Θ cos Ωt, Vsw sin Θ(sin Ωt+ 1), 0) (3.7)
The motion of the PUIs then can be described as a cycloid, which is same as the
motion at the periphery of a wheel, that rolls on a surface. The energy EPUI becomes
EPUI ∼ 2V 2swsin2Θ(1 + sin Ωt), and reaches its maximum EPUI ∼ 4V 2swsin2Θ on the
top of the wheel. This characteristic of motion is very important for detecting PUIs
in the solar wind. For the special case of perpendicular magnetic field, the PUI
trajectory is shown in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3-1: Illustration of ion pickup in a perpendicular magnetic field. The ion
velocity on a cycloidal trajectory oscillates between 0 and 2Vsw, while the gyrocenter
moves with Vsw. We assume that the ion is at rest initially for this case [Luhmann,
2003].
Because PUIs are created continuously from the source population of interstellar
neutrals, the injected distribution in velocity space forms a ring around the magnetic
field lines with the total speed Vsw when viewed in the solar wind frame. This dis-
tribution is then a function of only two variables in phase space, instead of three,
where the phase of the gyration about the magnetic field line can be dropped. This
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implies that the ring distribution is gyrotropic, which can be written as fα (v, µ, t).
The resulting ring distribution is shown in Figure 3-2.
Figure 3-2: Ring distribution of newly injected PUIs with a pitch angle Θ in an
oblique magnetic field. The ring distribution is shown as a thick shaded ellipse in
phase space. The coordinate system (~vx, ~vy, ~vz) is centered at the gyro center of the
PUIs.




δ(v − Vsw)δ(µ− µ0) (3.8)
where δ is the Dirac delta function. It should be noted here that β+tot is the PUI pro-
duction rate that changes within days/weeks . It differs from the loss rate β−tot, which
is the ionization rate averaged over the time interstellar neutrals traverse through




+ ~v · ∇rfi(v, µ, t) +
~F
m
· ∇vfi(v, µ, t) = Q (3.9)
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3.3 Pitch Angle Scattering
The IMF described previously in this chapter is an idealized configuration. In reality,
the IMF shows significant fluctuations over a variety of time and length scales. These
rapid fluctuations can be described as waves or turbulence. The interaction between
the initial PUI ring distribution and waves in the form of a wave-particle resonance
allows momentum and energy being transferred between waves and particles. This
resonant interaction leads to diffusion of PUIs in pitch angle and energy. These
processes may be described using quasi-linear equations. We will not review the
quasi-linear method here, as the details are beyond the scope of this thesis. However,
it is important for us to recognize the basic physics behind them. Previously, we
showed that charged particles follow a gyro motion about the magnetic field including
streaming along the field line. When a particle senses an electromagnetic wave that is
Doppler shifted to its gyro frequency, we can say that the particle interacts resonantly
with the wave. The condition for this resonant interaction between the waves and
particles can be expressed mathematically as:
nΩ = ω − k‖v‖ (3.10)
where ω is the frequency of the wave, Ω is the non-relativistic gyro frequency of the
particle, and k‖, v‖ are the components of the wave vector and particle velocity parallel
to the magnetic field. n is an integer equal to 0, ±1, ±2, ... . It denotes the order of
cyclotron harmonic of the resonance with the waves. The case of n = 0 corresponds
to the well-known Landau resonance. At the Landau resonance the particles moving
at the velocities near the phase velocity of the wave are accelerated or decelerated
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by the wave electric field. The resonant particles gain or lose energy depending on
whether those particles have velocities slightly less or greater than the phase velocity
of the wave.
When a particle is scattered in pitch angle, we mean that the momentum of the
particle is redistributed with no or negligible change in total energy of the particle
in the plasma frame. The Lorentz force only changes the direction of the momentum
without doing work. Physically, large momentum transfer with small energy transfer
occurs when the Lorentz force q~v × ~B due to the magnetic field in the wave is much
larger that the electric force q ~E due to the wave. With Faraday’s law ∇ × ~E =
−∂ ~B
∂t
, this condition requires kv‖ >> ω, which indicates that the resonance with low
frequency waves corresponds to no changes in energy. In the low frequency limit, the
resonance condition Equation 3.10 reduces to
k‖v‖ + nΩ ≈ 0 (3.11)
In fact, for ions to resonate with Alfven or magnetosonic waves, the low frequency
limit requires v >> vA, where vA is the Alfven speed. This inequality is satisfied for
the case of PUIs.
The resonant interaction with low frequency waves causes the ions to move back
and forth in phase space along a surface of constant energy. However, when looking
at Equation 3.11 again there appears to be a problem in the sense that ions may not
be allowed to scatter close to or across Θ = pi/2. This resonance gap is due to the
fact that the resonance in Equation 3.11 cannot be satisfied for very small v‖. In
reality, the width of this resonance gap in pitch angle depends on the polarization
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state and the wave’s propagation directions [Schlickeiser, 1989, 1988]. Schlickeiser
[1988, 1989] have shown that: 1) waves of only one polarization state propagating
in one or both directions lead to a resonance gap; 2) a resonance gap occurs at
one point when waves of both polarization states are traveling in one direction; 3)
no resonance gap occurs when waves of both polarization states are traveling with
difference intensities in opposite directions. The resonance gap problem has been
studied in PUI observations [Fisk et al., 1997]. Therefore, nonlinear theories [Vo¨lk,
1973] and second-order quasi-linear theory [Shalchi, 2005], have been developed to
describe the mechanism of pitch angle scattering across Θ = pi/2. We will not discuss
the details of the resonance gap problem further in this thesis.
Figure 3-3: Pitch angle scattering of a newly created PUI around a path of constant
energy in phase space due to resonant interaction with waves. Near v‖ = 0 or Θ = pi/2
there is a resonance gap according to quasi-linear theory.
The pitch angle scattering process spreads the initial ring distribution onto a
spherical shell in velocity space. This scattering process can be described as diffusion
in pitch angle, and thus Equation 3.9 turns into
∂fi(v, µ, t)
∂t
+ ~v · ∇rfi(v, µ, t) +
~F
m









where Dµµ is the pitch angle diffusion coefficient typically dependent on the strength
of the magnetic fluctuations. Much work has been done to compute this diffusion
coefficient [Jokipii, 1966, 1972, 1974; Schlickeiser and Miller, 1998; Chalov and Fahr,
1998b; Isenberg et al., 2003], which we will not review here. Rapid pitch angle scat-
tering leads to isotropization of the PUI distribution in the solar wind frame on a
short time scale. However, PUI observations also showed substantial anisotropy [e.g.
Gloeckler et al., 1995; Mo¨bius et al., 1998], which may be related to inefficient or
incomplete pitch angle scattering. These anisotropies have been widely studied [e.g.
Isenberg, 1997; Schwadron, 1998; Lu and Zank, 2001; Saul et al., 2007].
Pitch angle scattering does not tell the whole story about the resonant interaction
with waves. On time scales much longer than the isotropization, diffusion in energy
may become important because the energy change in pitch angle scattering, though
small, is non-zero. We will discuss the energy diffusion later in section 3.5.
3.4 Convection and Cooling
As the solar wind expands radially outward in the heliosphere the Parker spiral mag-




holds while PUIs are convected outward with the solar wind
and frozen-in magnetic field. It is also called the first adiabatic invariant. The change
in the strength of the magnetic field slows the PUI gyration, and thus causes adiabatic
cooling.
The exact amount of cooling of PUI distributions depends on the pitch angle
distribution of PUIs and the configuration of the magnetic field. If no rapid pitch
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angle scattering can be assumed, the adiabatic cooling based on the first adiabatic
invariant should evidently only cool the velocity components perpendicular to the
magnetic field and thus increase the anisotropy of the PUI distribution. For larger
heliocentric distance r ≥ 5 AU, with the magnetic field dominant in the azimuthal
direction that decreases as 1/r, ions will have magnetically cooled down and lead to
a cooling index that is equal to 1 [Fahr, 2008]. The speed of a PUI at position r0,










where α is defined as cooling index hereafter.
If pitch angle scattering happens on a much faster time scale than the expansion
of the solar wind or decrease of the magnetic field, or in other words, the propagation
distance for PUIs is much shorter than the typical cooling length scale, there must
be efficient scattering. This efficient scattering leads to an isotropic distribution in
place of the ring distribution. The adiabatic cooling then can be viewed similar as
the expansion of an ideal gas in a container with expanding walls. The pressure of
the PUIs does work during the volume expansion combined with a loss of internal
PUI energy. In turn the temperature is reduced when the volume expands. Following
this scenario we write the equation for the adiabatic process as:
TV γ−1 = const (3.14)
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γ = 1 +
2
f
where T is the absolute temperature, V the volume of PUIs, γ the adiabatic index, and
f is the number of degrees of the freedom. For the stationary spherically symmetric
solar wind flow the adiabatic Equation 3.14 can be rewritten as:
r2vf = const (3.15)
With the assumption of 3 degrees of freedom for PUIs the above equation further









This relation describes a mapping of a given neutral gas distribution as a function of
distance from the Sun into the PUI distribution in phase space. It is worth noting
that a cooling index with a value of 3/2 is based on two assumptions: the solar wind
density is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the Sun and the
PUI velocity distribution has 3 degrees of freedom.
However, neither a cooling index with value 1 nor 3/2 describes completely the
cooling process. Any modification of the cooling law may result in a somewhat dif-
ferent mapping of a given neutral gas distribution into a PUI velocity distribution.
This issue is will be addressed in detail in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 where potential effects
on the PUI cooling are investigated. These chapters also contain the main part of
this thesis. For the case of inefficient pitch angle scattering we must adopt a different
model taking into account the pitch angle scattering rate and the amount of cooling
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for each pitch angle. Such an issue will not be addressed in this thesis.
3.5 Particle Acceleration
As discussed in section 3.3, the wave-particle resonant interaction can cause not only
the pitch angle diffusion but also diffusion in energy as shown in Figure 3-4.
Figure 3-4: Resonant wave-particle interaction causes pitch angle scattering and en-
ergy diffusion.
In the presence of magnetic field fluctuations, pickup ions are also scattered back
and forth between plasma waves with different phase velocities in the solar wind frame.
Large gains of energy are possible if a broad spectrum of waves is present. In this
case, waves propagate at randomly distributed directions and speeds. The resonant
interaction of a PUI with one wave can result in an energy change that brings that
PUI into resonance with a neighboring wave. The first resonance interaction also
changes the energy of that PUI so as to allow it to resonate with another wave, and
so on. Depending on whether a particle is resonating with a wave with faster or
slower speed determines the direction of the energy change. PUIs gain energy in
resonance with faster waves, but lose energy in resonance with slower waves, making
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the interaction a stochastic process. Over long time scales there is a net energy gain,
resulting in acceleration, which is also known as second-order Fermi acceleration,
stochastic acceleration, or transit time damping. The energy diffusion process takes
place more slowly than pitch angle scattering by roughly a factor (VA/Vswµ)
2 [Lyons
and Williams, 1984; Galeev, 1986; Gaffey et al., 1988]. When adding the energy

























where Dvv is the energy diffusion coefficient.
A variety of work has been done on the problem of PUI resonant interaction with
waves [Isenberg, 1987; Chalov and Fahr, 1998a; Lu and Zank, 2001]. The observation
of suprathermal tails along with PUI populations suggests stochastic acceleration [e.g.
Gloeckler, 2002]. This mechanism, which could explain the observed tails, has also
been suggested by other studies [Schwadron et al., 1996; Chalov and Fahr, 2002].
These suprathermal particles may be further accelerated by interplanetary trav-
eling shocks, e.g. forward and reverse shocks that surround co-rotating interaction
regions (CIRs) between ∼ 2 and 5 AU, via diffusive shock acceleration. Afterwards,
they propagate sunward along magnetic field lines [Fisk and Lee, 1980]. However,
observations of CIR associated energetic particles suggest that they may also be ac-
celerated within CIR compression regions without the presence of shocks [e.g., Mason,
2000; Chotoo et al., 2000; Ebert et al., 2012]. For this reason, Giacalone et al. [2002]
suggested that low-energy particles could be accelerated in regions of gradual solar
wind compression, such as CIRs near 1 AU where forward and reverse shocks are not
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formed yet. In their mechanism, particles gain energy through repeatedly sampling
the solar wind speed gradient across the compression in a process similar to diffusive
shock acceleration at a quasi-parallel shock.
However, often the field is oriented oblique or even perpendicular to the shock
normal. Thus this is a quasi-perpendicular shock, which allows for another accelera-
tion process, shock drift acceleration. This process is based on the convective electric
field in the magnetized plasma. We do not review this mechanism in detail here.
3.6 Modeling Particle Transport
There are two main theoretical approaches used to describe charged particle (e.g.
PUIs, suprathermal and energetic particles) transport in collisionless tenuous inter-
planetary magnetized plasmas, either by using a diffusive transport equation or a
focused transport equation. The diffusive approximation assumes that the particle
velocity distribution function adjusts very rapidly to isotropy through pitch angle
diffusion, which limits the model to nearly isotropic distributions. This approach can
be described by Parker’s equation [Parker, 1965].
The diffusive transport equation is widely used to describe the transport of anoma-
lous cosmic rays (ACRs), galactic cosmic rays (GCRs), and solar energetic particles,
including diffusive shock acceleration of energetic particles. However, it has been
pointed out that the diffusive approximation should not be applied to model particle
transport if the scattering of particles is weak. This is because weak scattering leads to
strong anisotropies in the particle distribution function. A better treatment for these
conditions is provided by a focused transport model [Roelof, 1969], which describes
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particle scattering on a more elementary level. The focused transport equation has a
broader range of validity and can cover large anisotropies. The effects of convection
and adiabatic deceleration with the solar wind are added in the later works [Skilling,
1975; Ruffolo, 1995].
Recent work by Schwadron et al. [2010] introduced the Energetic Particle Ra-
diation Environment Module (EPREM), a highly versatile and flexible parallelized
numerical kinetic particle code that accounts for the time-dependent transport of
PUIs, suprathermal, and energetic particles along and across magnetic field lines
for any field and flow topology in three dimensions. The particle transport in the
EPREM model is treated with a slightly modified form of the focused transport
equation [Skilling, 1971; Ruffolo, 1995]. It is a very comprehensive way of accounting
for the time-dependent transport of energetic particles in structured solar wind, and
includes all relevant effects. We will discuss the basic methodology and an application




In this thesis, we use pickup ion observations from the ACE SWICS [Gloeckler et al.,
1998] and STEREO PLASTIC [Galvin et al., 2008] instruments. In addition, we use
the photoionization rates derived from the Solar EUV Experiment (SEE) data [Woods
et al., 2005] onboard the Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics and Dy-
namics (TIMED) spacecraft, the Solar EUV Monitor (SEM) data [Hovestadt et al.,
1995] onboard the solar and Heliosphere Observatory (SOHO), and a system of EUV
radiation proxies [Bzowski et al., 2012, 2013b]. We discuss the particle identification
techniques used in the ACE SWICS and STEREO PLASTIC sensors in detail in this
chapter. The ACE SWEAPM and ACE MAG are also discussed in this chapter.
4.1 ACE/SWICS
The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) is a NASA mission that was launched
on August 25, 1997. It is a spin-stabilized spacecraft which orbits the Lagrangian
point L1 about 200 earth radii upstream from the Earth and is always in interplan-
etary space. From its location ACE has a prime view of the solar wind, the IMF,
and energetic particles. The Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS)
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is optimized for measurements of the elemental and charge state composition of the
solar wind and suprathermal particles. It also measures the distribution functions
of both interstellar and dust related pickup ions in the energy range ∼0.6 to ∼100
keV/charge. It provides nearly continuous coverage of interstellar He+ pickup ions
from its orbit.
Figure 4-1: Schematic of the SWICS sensor on board ACE [Gloeckler et al., 1998].
The secondary electron detectors are Micro Channel Plates.
As shown in Figure 4-1, the SWICS consists of a multi-slit collimator, an electro-
static deflection analyzer, a post acceleration section, a time of flight (TOF) spec-
trometer, and a solid-state detector (SSD). The collimator selects the proper entrance
trajectories of the incoming particles. The electrostatic deflection analyzer, which
covers a solid angle of 100 in azimuth and 690 in polar angle, allows only ions with
a given energy per charge E/q interval to enter the TOF and the energy analysis
system. The energy range from ∼0.6 to ∼100 keV/charge is covered by stepping
the deflection analyzer voltage through up to 60 logarithmically spaced voltage steps.
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Before entering the TOF section and energy analysis system ions are accelerated by a
post acceleration voltage Uacc in order to gain sufficient energy to be adequately mea-
sured by the SSD. Then the ions pass through a thin carbon foil and suffer a small
energy loss. By the ion’s passage of the carbon foil the emission of the secondary
electrons is induced. These electrons are detected by a Micro Channel Plate (MCP)
and trigger a start signal. After the ion has passed the TOF section and enters the
SSD, additional electrons are emitted from the SSD surface, which are detected by
another MCP, thus triggering a stop signal. The speed of each ion is determined by
the travel time τ of the particle between the foil and the SSD, from which the mass
per charge M/q is can be calculated as
M/q = 2(τ/d)
2 (Uacc + E/q) η (4.1)
Here d is the flight path between the start and stop signal in the TOF, and η is a
dimensionless value between 0 and 1 that represents the energy loss in the thin carbon
foil.
Finally, the SSD measures the residual energy Emeas of the ions to determine the
mass of the particle
M = 2(τ/d)2 (Emeas/ξ) (4.2)
where ξ is the nuclear defect of the SSDs. A more detailed description of the instru-
ment may be found elsewhere [Gloeckler et al., 1998].
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4.2 ACE/SWEPAM AND ACE/MAG
The Solar Wind Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) onboard the ACE
spacecraft [McComas et al., 1998] observes the bulk solar wind parameters. These
observations provide the context for the elemental and isotopic composition mea-
surements made on ACE and allow the examination of the numerous solar wind
phenomena.. It measures the solar wind electron and ion fluxes as a function of di-
rection and energy to characterize the bulk flow and kinetic properties of the solar
wind. These measurements are made simultaneously with independent electron and
ion instruments. In this thesis, the solar wind speed from the solar wind ion instru-
ment SWEPAM-I is used to normalized the pickup ion speed. The solar wind electron
density and temperature from the solar wind electron instrument SWEPAM-E are
used to calculate the electron impact ionization rate. These data are used to support
the studies of the pickup ion cooling behavior, and the effect of the electron impact
ionization on the pickup ion distributions.
The IMF was measured by the fluxgate magnetometer MAG onboard ACE [Smith
et al., 1998]. The IMF measurements are used to determine the orientation of the
magnetic field in the solar wind and to sort PUI observations accordingly.
4.3 STEREO/PLASTIC
The Solar TErrestrial RElation Observatory (STEREO) mission provides a new per-
spective on the Sun by imaging simultaneously from two nearly identical space based
observatories, one ahead of Earth in its orbit (STEREO-A) and the other trailing
behind (STEREO-B). The two spacecraft were launched together on 25/26th October
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2006. They are three-axis stabilized in order to point towards the Sun all the times.
The Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC) on board STEREO is
the in situ solar wind instrument, which measures the mass and charge state distri-
butions of various solar wind species and their velocity distributions with high spatial
and temporal resolution. Figure 4-2 shows the PLASTIC schematic cross section.
Figure 4-2: Cross sectional view of the STEREO PLASTIC sensor. [Galvin et al.,
2008].
The basic principle of operation of STEREO PLASTIC is similar to ACE SIWCS.
The PLASTIC sensor is also based on the combination of a hemispherical electro-
static analyzer (ESA) for energy per charge selection, post acceleration, time of flight
analysis, and a final energy measurement in an SSD. The hemispherical electrostatic
analyzer is designed to accept solar wind ions through the Solar Wind Sector (SWS)
and suprathermal ions using the Wide Angle Partition (WAP). The sunward-centered
solar wind sector (SWS) of PLASTIC provides a 450 sunward-centered field-of-view
in the ecliptic plane and ±200 in polar direction through the use of electrostatic de-
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flectors. The energy range from ∼0.3 to 80 keV/e is covered by stepping through up
to 128 logarithmically spaced voltage steps. At each step of the ESA voltage, the
polar angle deflectors in the SWS are ramped through a pre-defined set of voltages,
and thus provide 32 deflection bins per ESA step. The deflectors enable solar wind
angular coverage up to 200 above and below the ecliptic plane. The SWS has two
channels with different geometric factors. The main channel with larger geometric
factor measures low intensity solar wind minor ions and PUIs, while the small channel
with smaller geometric factor measures the high fluxes of solar wind protons. WAP
spans the field of view in the remaining unobstructed off-sun azimuthal direction, and
has a larger geometric factor than either of the two SWS channels. With STEREO
PLASTIC, we can obtain truly three-dimensional velocity distributions of pickup ions
with excellent counting statistics over time intervals of a few minutes.
4.4 PUI Observation
For both instruments, the measured count rate CPUI of the pickup ions can be trans-








where ∆E is the energy resolution of the electrostatic analyzer, and Gf the effective
geometric factor. In terms of the pickup ion velocity distribution, the differential flux
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Here ∆Ω is the solid angle of the instrument field of view, f ′(w′) is the pickup ion
velocity distribution in the spacecraft frame, and w′ = v′/Vsw is the ratio of the pickup
ion speed in the spacecraft frame v′ and the solar wind speed Vsw. We use the fact
that the PUI velocity distribution function f(v) is Lorentz invariant [Forman, 1970]:
f(v) = f ′(v′) (4.5)
The ion velocity in the solar wind and spacecraft reference frame are related by the
transformation ~v′ = ~v + ~Vsw. For an isotropic PUI distribution function, we can
easily see that it is proportional to V −4sw . Therefore, the pickup ion differential flux is
independent of the solar wind speed.
Combining Equation 4.3 and 4.4, we obtain the count rate as follows:







In order to obtain the observed pickup ion velocity distribution or the phase space
density we need to divide the count rate by the fourth power of the pickup ion speed





This shows widely that both the count rate and the phase space density are indepen-
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dent of the solar wind speed.
Both ACE SWICS and STEREO PLASTIC readily separate He+ ions in terms
of time of flight and energy-per-charge from the other solar wind constituents. The
He+ PUI velocity distributions are determined in terms of normalized ion speeds w′ =
v′/Vsw in the spacecraft frame by combining the energy step information of the sensor
with the solar wind speed measurement. The PUI phase space density in Equation
4.7 is independent of the solar wind speed, which is convenient when comparing He+
pickup ion distributions from different solar wind conditions. Therefore, I will use
He+ pickup ion observations in the form of phase space density throughout this thesis.
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Chapter 5
Observational Study of He+
Pickup Ion Cooling Behavior
Over One Solar Cycle
In this chapter, we determine the observed cooling index from a comparison of the
He+ PUI distribution taken in the upwind direction with ACE SWICS over the past
solar cycle with an isotropic PUI model, treating the cooling index as a free parameter.
We repeat the comparison for times restricted to nearly perpendicular interplanetary
magnetic field to separate effects of incomplete pitch angle scattering. All the results
are from Chen et al. [2013].
5.1 Cooling Behavior











The adiabatic cooling process provides a simple mapping between the speed v of a
portion of the pickup ion distribution, observed at position r0, and the radial position
r where these ions were picked up. This mapping is schematically depicted in Figure
5-1.
Any modification of the cooling law may result in a somewhat different mapping of
a given neutral gas distribution into the PUI velocity distribution. For these reasons,
we suggest that the original assumption of VS76 with regard to the cooling rate
deserves some additional scrutiny. As part of the research in this dissertation, we
test the previous implicit assumption of a constant cooling index that is equal to 3/2
over a wide range of independently measured ionization rates, which determine the
radial gradient of the neutral gas distribution. We treat the cooling index α as an
independent free parameter in the isotropic PUI model according to VS76 that is
compared with observations.
5.2 Formation of PUI Isotropic Distribution
The starting point for a model of PUIs is the spatial distribution of the interstellar
neutral gas in the heliosphere. To calculate the neutral gas distribution on the upwind
side (θ = 0) of the heliosphere, we consider a cold model of interstellar gas. As Fahr
[1971] and Blum et al. [1975] have shown, a finite temperature has only a minor
influence on the density distribution in the upwind direction and the cold gas model
is accurate enough for most purposes. For this study, we have restricted the ACE
SWICS observations to one month each year around the upwind direction, which
justifies the use of the cold gas approximation. In this case, the steady-state density
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of neutral helium as a function of heliocentric distance can be written in a simplified
form, as:




1 + 2/(Cr)− 1
)]
(5.2)
Figure 5-1: Schematic representation of the mapping of the neutral gas density along
the sun-spacecraft line into the observed velocity distribution in the solar wind direc-
tion assuming perfect isotropization. The lower panel shows the radial variation of
the neutral gas density (dark shading). The arrows indicate how the radial variation
of the neutral gas density translates into the velocity distribution function f(v) in
the upper panel for different cooling indices α.
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where n0 is the neutral helium density at infinity for which we take n0 = 0.015cm
−3.
λ is the penetration depth, or the distance from the Sun where the neutral density





v∞ is the speed of the initial interstellar neutral helium inflow, β−0 is the loss rate of





where G is the gravitational constant and Ms is the solar mass.
Furthermore, we approximate the loss rate by the integration of the helium pho-
toionization rate [McMullin et al., 2004; Woods et al., 2005] over the year preceding
the observation. We take the initial speed of a neutral atom as 23.2 kms−1 [Mo¨bius
et al., 2012]. We neglect charge exchange (less than 1%) and electron impact ioniza-
tion (about 10% of the total ionization rate in the ecliptic at 1 AU) for now. It should
be noted that electron impact ionization could become important closer to the Sun
because it varies stronger than 1/r2 with distance from the Sun [Rucin´ski et al., 1996;
McMullin et al., 2004; Bzowski et al., 2012, 2013b]. The evaluation of the potential
influence of electron ionization close to the Sun is left to future investigations.
Interstellar He+ pickup ions originate from ionization of interstellar neutral helium
atoms which penetrate into the inner heliosphere as a neutral interstellar wind. Hence
the radial source function S(r) for pickup ions is the product of the density of neutral
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helium n(r) and the PUI production rate β+(r), for which we concentrate again on
photoionization:
S(r) = n(r)β+(r) (5.5)
For the case of effective pitch angle scattering, the initial velocity ring distribution
is quickly transformed into a spherical shell in velocity space. During its outward
convection with the expanding solar wind, the PUI distribution is adiabatically cooled
[Vasyliunas and Siscoe, 1976]. The spherical shell shrinks in velocity space, and newly
born He+ pickup ions are added to the outermost shell. Since the ions are quickly
distributed over the surface of a sphere in velocity space, with the number of ions










The source function S(r) has its maximum close to the Sun due to the 1/r2 dependence
of the photoionization rate. However, the density of newly generated PUIs also varies
as 1/r2 with distance from the Sun, so that the 1/r2 dependence cancels in the
velocity distribution function when observed at a specific distance r from the Sun
[Mo¨bius et al., 1988]. Therefore, the distribution function can be described with a
fixed photoionization rate β+0 at the observer location. As the appropriate production
rate, we use the average value over the month of June of each year which is justified
by the fact that the accumulation of the local PUI distribution occurs only over 3 ∼
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4 days that it takes the solar wind to travel from the Sun to 1 AU. Combined with
the cooling law from Equation 5.1 and including the interstellar gas inflow speed, the













where vmax is the injection speed of the ion into the solar wind, which is equal to the
sum of the solar wind speed and interstellar neutral helium inflow speed in the upwind
direction, and Vsw is the measured solar wind speed. vmax varies with distance from
the Sun as
vmax(r) = Vsw + vISM(r) (5.9)







Combining Equations 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 we find an isotropic PUI velocity distribution
















5.3 Modeling of PUI Observation
In order to allow a quantitative comparison of the model distributions with the ob-
servations, the velocity distribution function is transformed into the spacecraft frame.
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The counting rate CHe+ of He+ can be calculated based on Equation 5.12







where GF is the geometrical factor of the instrument. f
′(w′) is the distribution
function in the spacecraft frame, with w′ = v′/vsw, where v′ is the ion speed in
spacecraft frame, which can be directly related to the measured ion energy E. We
use Equation 4.5 to transform the PUI velocity distribution function in the solar wind
frame to spacecraft frame.
Finally, the phase space density FHe+(w
′) [Gloeckler et al., 2004] in unit of s3km−6
is computed from the predicted counting rate using:
FHe+(w
′) = 378.4× (m/q)2 × (CHe+/ε2) (5.13)
Where ε is the mean energy per charge for each voltage step, m/q = 4 is the mass
per charge of He+, and the constant 378.4 includes the nominal geometric factor
and efficiency of the SWICS instrument as well as all unit conversions. The predicted
phase space density can now be compared with the observed distribution or the phase
space density, which is averaged over spin and instrument field-of-view and already
corrected for the instrument efficiency.
5.4 Data Selection
In order to allow a comprehensive comparison of the observed and predicted phase
space density based on the simplified neutral helium profile in the upwind direction,
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the ACE SWICS data have been selected for the month of June each year from 1999
through 2010 when Earth is on the upwind side. To eliminate contributions from
inner source PUIs [Geiss et al., 1995; Gloeckler et al., 2000] and from the rollover
near the PUI cut-off, we restrict our analysis to the velocity range 1.4 ≤ v/vsw ≤ 1.8.
We average the daily values of helium photoionization rate (at 1 AU) [Bzowski
et al., 2012, 2013b] over the preceding year to obtain the loss rate β−0 of neutral
helium atoms and over the month of June to obtain the He+ PUI production rate β+0 .
It should be noted that electron impact ionization has a stronger dependence than
1/r2 [McMullin et al., 2004]. Its contribution at 1 AU is about 10%, but it could be
a significant fraction of the photoionization rate or for short times may even exceed
it, very close to the Sun. We ignore such occasional increases in this chapter, but
address them in the next chapter.
5.5 Cooling Index Variations
To directly compare the predicted and observed phase space densities, we use a power
law representation according to FHe+(w
′) = Aw′γ. We fit the power law index γ =
α − 3 and the constant A that is associated with the absolute value of the observed
distribution. The cooling index α is optimized in the fit so that the predicted phase
space density has the observed power law index γ. In combination the total loss rate
and the adiabatic cooling index determine the slope of the observed PUI distribution,
but we already include the observed ionization rate as a known quantity in the model.
In Figure 5-2, we show a sample comparison between model and observation.
It can be seen that the model curve reproduces well the observed distribution in the
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phase space density region 1.4 ≤ v/vsw ≤ 1.8. Also, the cut-off appears to be reflected
correctly when including non-zero ISM inflow speed in the model [Mo¨bius et al., 1999].
An extension of the He+ pickup distribution beyond the cutoff speed v = 2vsw, or a
suprathermal tail, as seen here, has been reported as a ubiquitous feature in the solar
wind [e.g., Gloeckler, 2003], which may be explained by acceleration mechanisms [e.g.
Fisk & Gloeckler, 2006] that are active even in the quiet solar wind. The increase of
the observed phase space density at lower energies may be attributed to a contribution
of inner source PUIs at 0.9 < v/vsw ≤ 1.17, which completely dominate the pickup
He+ spectrum. However, in this example the resulting cooling index for the selected
range of w is larger than the previously assumed value of α = 1.5.
Figure 5-2: Phase space density FHe+(w) of pickup He
+ in the spacecraft frame as a
function of measured with ACE SWICS at 1 AU in the upwind direction, averaged
over a 30-day time period in 2000. The model curve (dashed) represents a resulting
cooling index α = 1.79. It is normalized to match the observed phase space density.
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In order to see whether the cooling index is consistently different from the as-
sumed value, we use the 12 minutes averaged ACE SWICS data sets in June from
1999 through 2010 along with hourly averaged solar wind velocity and IMF data sets,
and apply the same analysis method. Figure 5-3 shows the resulting cooling indices
as a function of the Sunspot Number (averaged over the month of June each year,
ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR DATA/SUNSPOT NUMBERS/INTERNATIONAL/monthly/MONTHLY).
Figure 5-3: Resulting cooling indices (with uncertainties from the fit) as a function
of one month averaged Sunspot Number. All IMF directions. rCorr is the correlation
coefficient and Pvalue is the probability from the student T-test for the fit relation to
arise by chance. The blue dashed line is α = 1.5.
It is evident that the resulting cooling indices can be substantially larger or smaller
than the ideal value of α = 1.5. Furthermore, there appears to exist a trend with
solar activity, but with large scatter. Because it is known that during radial IMF
condition, PUI distributions show a strong and varying anisotropy [Gloeckler et al.,
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1995; Mo¨bius et al., 1998], we restricted the data sets in a second step to nearly
perpendicular IMF ( θ > 600). Figure 5-4 shows the resulting cooling indices for this
data selection in the same representation as in Figure 5-3. Here, the correlation with
solar activity appears significant, but still with noticeable scatter. We also calculated
the correlation with the monthly averaged 10.7 cm solar radio flux, the correlation
coefficient is similar (rCorr = 0.77, PV alue = 0.003) for nearly perpendicular IMF and
smaller (rCorr = 0.65, PV alue = 0.02) for all IMF directions.
Figure 5-4: Same representation as Figure 5-3, but the observed He+ phase space
density is constrained to nearly perpendicular IMF (θ > 600).
5.6 Preliminary Conclusions
In a comparison of ACE SWICS PUI observations over one solar cycle with model
distributions, we find that, while the evolution of the PUI distributions in the inner
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heliosphere may be described on average over a long time period sample with adi-
abatic cooling and a cooling index α ≈ 1.5, as proposed by Vasyliunas and Siscoe
[1976], the index varies substantially from ≈ 1.1 to ≈ 1.9 under a variety of interplan-
etary and solar activity conditions. In particular, the cooling index increases with
Sunspot number as an indicator of varying solar activity. The resulting cooling index
is generally larger and still shows some variation around the trend with solar activity
when the observations are restricted to near perpendicular IMF conditions and thus
almost gyrotropic PUI distributions.
5.7 Potential Effects on the Cooling Index
As pointed out in Chapter 3, a value of 1.5 for the cooling index would only be justified
if the PUI distribution cools adiabatically like an ideal gas with three degrees of
freedom in a solar wind that expands exactly as 1/r2. Ideal gas like adiabatic cooling
can only be achieved if the PUIs are pitch angle scattered to isotropy on a time scale
short compared with that for the expansion. In addition, the ionization of interstellar
gas must scale strictly as 1/r2. Based on these conditions, the cooling index α may
vary due to the following effects:
1) Slow and thus incomplete pitch angle scattering can substantially reduce the
observed PUI fluxes in the anti-sunward hemisphere for IMF directions that
are not perpendicular to the solar wind and lead to a steeper slope of the PUI
distribution. Therefore, the slope of the distribution also depends on the IMF
orientation and wave power.
2) For slow pitch angle scattering, the ideal gas approximation with 3 degrees
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of freedom as assumed in the numerator of α = 3/2 is not valid. Then the
conservation of the magnetic moment can only cool the velocity components
perpendicular to the IMF and thus would lead to a cooling index α < 3/2 for
solar wind expansion as 1/r2.
3) Solar wind expansion as 1/r2 is only valid for an idealized radial and isotropic
expansion at constant solar wind speed. However, there are many reasons for
deviations, such as solar wind over-expansion at high latitudes, compressive
Stream Interaction Regions (SIRs), the compressed turbulent sheath ahead of
fast Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs), and rarefaction or expansion in trailing
edges of SIRs and CMEs.
4) Electron ionization typically decreases steeper with distance from the Sun than
1/r2. At times, electron ionization may become substantial inside 1 AU and
then lead to a steeper neutral gas source function for PUIs with distance from
the Sun than assumed.
To eliminate as much as possible effects due to anisotropic distributions caused
by incomplete pitch angle scattering noted in Point 1) which may show steeper and
varying slopes, we repeated our analysis for a subset of our data restricted to pitch
angles within 600 − 1200 when the PUI distributions show no anisotropy in the solar
wind direction, which eliminates the direct steepening effects of incomplete pitch
angle scattering. However, the distributions are not necessarily isotropic and thus
may still not reflect an ideal gas behavior. In this sample, we find generally larger
values for α, on average and for individual monthly averages. As shown in Equation
5.11, the slope of the PUI distribution function is expressed as α − 3, thus a larger
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value of α is equivalent to a PUI distribution with a shallower slope as one would
expect after eliminating cases with a substantial steepening due to incomplete pitch
angle scattering. We have eliminated parts of Point 1) and Point 2). The Point 3)
and 4) will be discussed separated in Chapter 6 and 7.
As can be seen in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4, the cooling indices appear to increase
with the Sunspot number. At least for the subset of the data taken for nearly perpen-
dicular IMF, the correlation with the Sunspot number appears to be significant, as
the probability for the slope to occur by chance is only 0.3%. This result implies that
the cooling index correlates with some conditions in interplanetary space that are
related to solar activity. However, there are still large variations in the cooling index
beyond the correlation with Sunspot number. Let us explore a few potential sources
for the observed correlation with solar activity and for the remaining variations.
In our analysis, the resulting cooling index represents an average cooling over the
entire PUI accumulation and transport to the observer, and does not yet provide
detailed insight into PUI transport processes. Although there is no anisotropy for a
pickup ion distribution, which is a gyrotropic distribution within the field-of view in
the solar wind direction when the IMF is perpendicular, this gyrotropic distribution
still does not represent an isotropic distribution if the pitch angle scattering is not as
rapid as what is implicitly assumed Equation 5.11 to apply. The related effects may
result in a smaller cooling index as pointed out in Point 2). Therefore, wave power
also plays a significant role in forming an isotropic distribution[Saul et al, 2004].
Another possible source of the variations may be the presence of large-scale struc-
tures in the solar wind, such as solar wind compression and rarefaction regions. When
the fast solar wind overtakes the slow wind, a compression region is formed on both
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sides of the interface and a rarefaction region at the trailing edge of the fast wind. If
the flow pattern persists over consecutive solar rotations, such a compression region is
called a Corotating Interaction Region (CIR), otherwise it is a Transient Interaction
Region (TIR). Additionally, the shock and sheath ahead of a fast Interplanetary Coro-
nal Mass Ejection (ICME) and the ICME itself contain compression and rarefaction
regions, respectively. Compressions partially compensate the solar wind expansion if
the expansion is described as r−k, where k is the expansion factor resulting in k < 2
for compression regions and k > 2 for rarefaction regions. This behavior leads to
an increase in α under the ideal gas assumption for compression regions. Also, PUI
fluxes are higher in the compression regions, so their influence on the averaged PUI
distribution is more pronounced. More ICMEs occur during high solar activity, which
should lead to a higher value of α during this time. On the other hand, the occurrence
rate and the compression strength of these events are varying stochastically. Thus
they can contribute to the remaining observed variations. In Chapter 7, we perform
a statistical study of the pickup ion cooling behavior in individual compression and
expansion regions with the same modeling technique presented here making use of
the improved counting statistics with PLASTIC STEREO. In addition, we simulate
the evolution of the pickup ion distributions in the compression and rarefaction re-
gion based on the EPREM kinetic numerical simulation code. We do not address the
potential effects of varying degrees of pitch angle scattering in this thesis.
As mentioned in Point 4) above, another cause for the variability of α may be
enhanced electron impact ionization under certain solar wind conditions and at small
heliocentric distance. It should be pointed out that the ionization processes play
a dual role for the PUI velocity distribution function as given by Equation 5.11:
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(1) the loss rate β−0 for several months/years shapes a specific pattern of neutral
density distribution; (2) the production rate β+0 which changes within days/weeks
determines the actual production and resulting phase space density of pickup He+
observed by spacecraft. Because, electron impact ionization becomes important only
for short time periods, it has only a small effect on the overall loss rate β−0 and thus the
neutral gas distribution is still largely shaped by the 1/r2 dependence of the dominant
ionization processes. However, electron impact ionization does affect the production
rate β+0 for times when it becomes important and cannot be neglected. The electron
impact ionization rate depends strongly on the actual distribution function of the
electrons in interplanetary space, which varies greatly with solar wind conditions
and the distance from the Sun. In particular, downstream of strong CME-driven
shocks, where the solar wind density and temperature are very high electron impact
ionization could become a significant fraction of the photoionization rate [Isenberg
and Feldman, 1995; Feldman et al., 1996] and at times may even exceed it. Contrary
to photoionization and charge exchange, electron impact ionization is steeper than
the distance dependence of 1/r2, with relatively strong when it is very close to the
Sun. This behavior will result in a steeper slope of the PUI distribution, which
corresponds to a smaller cooling index α. Therefore, the distance dependence of
electron impact ionization counteracts the effect of compression, and thus may lead
to partial compensation. Therefore, both effects need to be studied separately in
the future. As a corollary to this discussion it should be noted that observational
uncertainties in the total ionization rates used here have only minimal influence on
our result. A relative 10% uncertainty (over the solar cycle) in the total rate results
in a cooling index uncertainty of less than 5%, and such a variation does not change
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the correlation with sunspot number. Therefore, we study the effect of the electron
impact ionization on the determination of the PUI cooling index in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Effects of Electron Impact
Ionization on Pickup Ion
Distributions
In Chapter 5 the cooling index was determined experimentally in observations of He
PUI distributions with ACE/SWICS and found to vary substantially over the solar
cycle. It varies substantially between ∼1 and 2, compared with a fixed value of 1.5
assumed previously [Vasyliunas and Siscoe, 1976] and it shows a distinct correlation
with solar activity. Among other processes, these variations may, in part, be due
to electron impact ionization. It is the only ionization process that varies stronger
with distance from the Sun than 1/r2, as has been assumed for ionization in the
modeling. Also, it may become more important in the compression regions of coronal
mass ejections (CMEs) and solar wind stream interaction regions (SIRs), which may
arise as single occurrences or repeat as co-rotating interaction regions. Therefore,
the influence of electron ionization on the variability of the cooling index is further
investigated in this chapter.
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6.1 Modeling of Electron Impact Ionization
The ionization processes, expressed in terms of the ionization rate β, play a dual role
for the PUI velocity distribution: the total loss rate β− over several months/years
shapes the neutral gas distribution, and the PUI production rate β+, which changes
within days/weeks, determines the actual PUI production in the inner heliosphere
as a function of distance from the Sun. The latter also factors into the formation
of the velocity distribution. As mentioned in Chapter 2, ionization processes for he-
lium include photoionization by solar EUV radiation, charge exchange with solar wind
protons and alpha particles, and impact ionization by solar wind electrons. Photoion-
ization is the dominant process that largely falls off with the square of the distance
(∼ r−2). Charge exchange ionization also varies as r−2 but is negligible for helium
due to its small charge exchange cross section. Conversely, electron impact ioniza-
tion process cannot be calculated in a straightforward way. The radial dependence
of electron impact ionization differs significantly from r−2 due to the cooling of the
electron population in the solar wind. It also exhibits a complex electron distribution
function. Yet the electron conditions in the solar wind, such as temperature and
density, cannot be directly observed along the entire accumulation region of PUIs.
Electron impact ionization becomes important for helium very close to the Sun,
but is negligible beyond 1 AU. Rucin´ski and Fahr [1989] first pointed out this potential
significance of electron impact ionization for the interstellar neutral gas distribution
in the inner heliosphere. They recognized through modeling that the electron impact
ionization rate could be a significant fraction of photoionization inside 1 AU. In their
model, they treated the solar wind electron distribution as a double-Maxwellian that
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consists of two separate populations: a relatively cool and dense core population and
a hot and rare halo population. The density of the halo is typically at a level of 5%
of the core. To simplify the computations without loss in overall accuracy, Voronov
[1997] presented an empirical analytic expression for the electron impact ionization
rate from the ground state on the basis of a fit to the ’Belfast recommended data’
[Bell et al., 1983; Lennon et al., 1988], which consist of electron impact ionization
cross sections and rates for atoms and ions from hydrogen to nickel. The best-fit
formula may be written as:








Here, < σν > is the rate coefficient, U is the dimensionless threshold energy E in
relation to the electron temperature Te, and kb the Boltzmann constant. A, K, and X
are adjustable parameters, which are obtained from the fit to the recommended data.
The parameter P is included to better fit the particular cross-section behavior for
different elements near the threshold; it only takes on the values 0 or 1. For helium,
the fit parameters are E = 24.6 eV , P = 0, A = 0.175× 10−8 cm3/s, X = 0.18, and
K = 0.35.
For our modeling, we use this formula and assume that the solar wind electron
distribution consists of a double-Maxwellian. Assuming spherically symmetric, sta-
tionary solar wind flow, we use a radial profile of the electron densities proportional to
r−2. However, the radial dependence of the electron temperature of both populations
is the key challenge in the evaluation of the electron impact ionization rate inside 1
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AU. Many authors [Montgomery et al., 1968; Ogilvie and Scudder, 1978; Feldman
et al., 1978, 1979; Sittler Jr et al., 1981; Marsch et al., 1989; Pilipp et al., 1990; Gary
et al., 1994; Phillips et al., 1995; Maksimovic et al., 1996; Issautier et al., 1998] have
derived radial dependencies of the electron temperature based on spacecraft observa-
tions, but with large variations in the results. Typically, the temperature gradients
are evaluated in terms of power law approximations Te ∼ r−k, where electrons are
found to cool with a behavior between isothermal and adiabatic. As an illustrative
example, we show a comparison between electron impact ionization rates with differ-
ent values for k in Figure 6-1. As a consequence of this dependence, the strength of
the cooling rate varies with distance from the Sun, but also with solar wind speed
and helio-latitude. Marsch et al. [1989] have derived the radial profile of the electron
temperature as a function of solar wind speed and heliocentric distance based on
data obtained with the Helios plasma experiment. The correct profile is important
for the radial dependence of the computed electron impact ionization rate and thus
influences the determination of the PUI cooling rate from a comparison of observed
and modeled PUI distributions shown in Chapter 5.
6.2 PUI Distribution with Electron Impact Ion-
ization
As in Chapter 5, we consider a steady state neutral helium distribution and restrict
the observations around the upwind direction. This choice will simplify our analysis.
Under these assumptions, the neutral helium density, as a function of heliocentric
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distance r (in AU), can be rewritten as








β−(r) is the total loss rate of helium as a function of heliocentric distance, which now
includes both photoionization and electron impact ionization. As shown in Bzowski
et al. [2013a], the electron impact ionization for helium does not exhibit a clear time
modulation with solar activity and is typically in the range 1× 10−8 ∼ 2× 10−8s−1.
Therefore, an average value β−el(r = 1AU) = ν
−
el = 1.5× 10−8s−1 for electron impact
ionization of neutral helium at 1 AU is a reasonable assumption, and we adopt that
Figure 6-1: Electron impact ionization rate as a function of heliocentric distance
according to Voronov [1997] for electron temperature variations with r using power
law indices between 0 and 4/3. The ionization rate is normalized to 1.0 at 1 AU.
The possible radial variation of the electron impact ionization rate falls into the gray-
shaded region.
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value for the loss rate due to electron impact in the determination of the radial neutral
gas profile. Here, the electron impact ionization rate is ∼ 25% of the photoionization
rate at solar minimum, and ∼ 10% at solar maximum.
















where vmax is the injection speed of the ion into solar wind, which is equal to the
sum of the solar wind speed and the interstellar neutral helium speed in the upwind
direction [Chen et al., 2013]. β+ph(r)r
2 = ν+ph and β
+
el(r)r
2 are the PUI production rates
at 1 AU due to photoionization and electron impact, respectively, thus, including both
photoionization and electron impact ionization separately in the PUI production. To
allow a quantitative comparison of the model distributions with the observations,
the PUI velocity distribution function is transformed into the spacecraft frame and
integrated over the sensor field-of-view and energy ranges as shown in Chapter 5.
6.3 Electron Impact Ionization as Part of the Loss
Rate for Neutral Gas
To obtain the loss rate due to electron impact ionization, we use Equation 6.1 from
Voronov [1997] multiplied by the electron density, where the electron temperature and
density are power law functions of heliocentric distance. The loss rate relevant to the
neutral density is effective only on time scales of months inside 1 AU. Therefore, we
use the average solar wind speed in June and May to obtain the radial profile of the
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electron temperature according to Marsch et al. [1989], who obtained the temperature
gradient as a function of solar wind speed and radial distance. Following Rucinski
and Fahr [1989] and Bzowski et al. [2013a], we use constant values Tcore = 1.5×105K
and Thalo = 7.0× 105K for the temperature of core and halo electrons at 1 AU to get
the constants in the power law functions. Because the radial dependence of the halo
temperature is even less well known, we assume that the temperature gradient for core
and halo electrons is the same. For the quiet solar wind, the electron density decreases
as r−2, which is tied at 1 AU to solar wind proton and alpha density observations
with ACE SWEPAM, invoking quasi-neutrality. We adopt a halo-to-core density
ratio 0.05. As the relevant production rate of PUIs due to electron impact ionization
for this first comparison, we also adopt the monthly average for June commensurate
with the data selection.
In Figure 6-2a, we show a comparison between the cooling index with and without
inclusion of electron impact ionization in the loss rate averaged over the preceding two
months for the PUI observations in June 1999 through 2010. In a first attempt, we
include electron impact ionization varying as 1/r2 that corresponds to an isothermal
electron distribution. It is evident that the derived cooling index is smaller when we
use only the photoionization rate as the total loss rate, albeit only by ≈ 2−5%. In this
comparison, the addition of electron impact ionization to the He+ production rate has
no effect on the slope of the PUI velocity distribution function, but the additional loss
of neutrals due to electron impact ionization does through an increase in the neutral
helium density gradient. Therefore, accounting for the combination of photoionization
and electron impact ionization in the total ionization rate is important for a study of
the PUI cooling behavior.
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To assess how the different radial dependence of electron impact ionization may
affect the PUI distribution, we computed the electron impact ionization rate based
on the procedure described above for the second comparison. In Figure 6-2b, we
compare the derived cooling indices, with a realistic radial variation of electron impact
ionization included in one case, but with electron impact ionization excluded in the
other case (as in Figure 6-2a). Interestingly, the cooling indices in this comparison
are almost the same, with only small variations between the data points.
Even though apparently the inclusion of the correct average electron impact ion-
ization rate leads to negligible differences in the derived cooling indices, it may still
be very important to account for occasional strong short-term increases of the elec-
tron impact ionization rate with a radial dependence different from 1/r2 in the PUI
production rate. While such a short-term increase has a negligible effect on the total
average loss rate, it may potentially affect significantly the PUI production rate and
thus the resulting PUI distributions for the respective time periods.
6.4 Short-Term Variation of Electron Impact Ion-
ization in the PUI Production Rate
As mentioned above, electron impact ionization may vary greatly with solar wind
conditions. In particular in solar wind compression regions, electron impact ioniza-
tion could become a more significant fraction of the photoionization rate or even
occasionally exceed it. Such conditions can occur in stream interaction regions (SIR)
when fast solar wind overtakes slow wind and in the sheath region ahead of a fast
interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME). In both cases the electron density and
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temperature can be substantially increased over neighboring regions. As pointed out
already before, these relative short-time variations in the electron impact ionization
have negligible influence on the loss of the neutrals, but they may strongly affect the
Figure 6-2: Comparison between cooling index with and without the inclusion of
electron impact ionization for the data sets with nearly perpendicular interplanetary
magnetic field in the upwind direction of the interstellar gas flow. (a). Electron impact
ionization varies as 1/r2; (b). Realistic Electron impact ionization is calculated using
Voronov [1997] with the cooling rate of electron temperature from Marsch et al.
[1998]. The blue line is where the cooling index is the same.
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production of PUIs and thus cause temporary changes of the PUI distribution, in
particular, because the electron density is substantially enhanced in these regions.
While the hallmark of electron impact ionization is a faster decrease with distance
from the Sun than 1/r2, compressions partially compensate for the radial solar wind
expansion so that the density of electrons decreases slower than 1/r2 and the electron
temperature cools slower than in the quiet solar wind.
Unfortunately, the radial dependence of the electron impact ionization in these
situations is poorly known thus far. Therefore, we will analyze a scenario chosen for
potentially strongest influence of electron impact ionization in compression regions.
For the sake of argument, we assume that the density of electrons decreases as 1/r2,
and we adopt the radial electron temperature dependence found for the quiet solar
wind [Marsch et al., 1989], thus overestimating electron impact ionization inside 1
AU. In such a model situation, the faster decrease than 1/r2 of electron impact
ionization will be maintained, but in light of the point made above, this scenario will
clearly produce an overestimate of the effects of electron impact ionization on the
PUI distribution.
In Figure 6-3, we show hourly averaged solar wind plasma data, electron density,
temperature, and the derived electron impact ionization rate in three SIRs in June
1998 (http://www-ssc.igpp.ucla.edu/∼jlan/ACE/Level3/SIR List from Lan Jian.pdf).
In Figure 6-4, we show a comparison of the observed photoionization rate with the
modeled electron impact ionization rate based on the actually observed electron den-
sity and temperature averaged over these three regions of compressed slow solar wind.
The electron impact ionization rate at 1 AU is ∼37% of the photoionization rate. In
order to compare with the modeled PUI distributions, the observed PUI distributions
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are also averaged over these three regions of compressed slow solar wind.
In Figure 6-5 we show the comparison between observed and modeled PUI dis-
tributions, using the ionization rates from Figure 6-4 as PUI production rates. The
resulting cooling indices are only slightly different even though the effect of electron
impact ionization is overestimated in the model shown by the green curve. The en-
hanced electron impact ionization in the compression region only leads to a 7.5%
increase of the cooling index (α = 1.86 to 2.00).
Figure 6-3: Hourly averaged solar wind plasma and electron data at 1 AU as a function
of time in June 1998. Shown from top to bottom are: total solar wind electron density,
solar wind electron temperature, electron impact ionization rate, solar wind proton
density, and solar wind speed. Vertical red lines mark the start time of CIRs, blue
lines mark the stream interfaces, and yellow lines mark the end time of CIRs.
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6.5 Conclusions on the Influence of Electron Im-
pact Ionization
The electron impact ionization in the PUI production rate has no effect on the shape
of the PUI velocity distributions. However, the related increase in the loss rate
translates into a slightly smaller cooling index compared with our previous results
Figure 6-4: Radial profile of the photoionization and electron impact ionization rate
averaged over the periods of compressed slow solar wind as shown in Figure 6-3.
The blue line represents the average photoionization rate and the red line the aver-
aged electron impact ionization. The electron impact ionization is nearly 40% of the
photoionization rate at 1 AU.
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in Chapter 4. This finding indicates that accounting for the combination of electron
impact ionization and photoionization in the total ionization rate is important for
a quantitative study of PUI cooling behavior. However, this also signals how the
uncertainty of the derived cooling index is coupled to the knowledge of the total
ionization rate, including uncertainties in the photo-ionization rate. Overall, the
derivation appears relatively robust, since a variation of the ionization rate by up to
Figure 6-5: Phase space density FHe+(w) of pickup He
+ with error bars in the space-
craft frame as a function of w measured with ACE SWICS at 1 AU in the upwind
direction, averaged in the compressed slow winds. The model curves (dashed) rep-
resent resulting cooling indices 1.86 and 2.0 for the inclusion (green) and exclusion
(blue) of the electron impact ionization, respectively.
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25% (added electron ionization) translates into change in cooling index by only less
than 4%.
We computed the cooling indices with the radial electron temperature profile
determined by Marsch et al [1989]. Interestingly, we now find insignificant differences
in the resulting cooling indices, when we compare the resulting values again with
the original results obtained without any electron ionization. Apparently, the effect
from the increase in the loss rate is mostly offset by the steeper radial decrease of
the electron impact ionization rate, and thus the effect of electron ionization on the
resulting PUI velocity distribution is negligible on the long time scales involved in
shaping the neutral gas distribution.
However, compressions induced by the interaction between fast and slow solar
wind could still cause significant localized heating and density enhancements in solar
wind electrons. Here, electron impact ionization may be substantially increased due
to the density increases and slower cooling of the electrons in the compression regions
than in the ambient solar wind. Because of the inherent uncertainties in calculating
the radial profile of electron impact ionization in this situation, we chose to model
the potentially strongest influence of these electron enhancements by maintaining the
radial temperature gradient according to Marsch et al. [1989] and a density profile
that scales as 1/r2, both overestimates of the actual impact. In spite of these choices,
we find that the PUI cooling index is modified only by a few percent. Therefore, we
conclude that electron impact ionization only plays a minor role in shaping the PUI
distribution, even in compression regions.
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Chapter 7
Effect of Solar Wind
Compression and Rarefaction
Regions on Pickup Ion
Distributions
The work in Chapter 5 suggested several potential contributors to the observed varia-
tions in the PUI cooling index over the course of the solar cycle, i.e. radial expansion
behavior that differs from the usual 1/r2 scaling, incomplete pitch angle scattering,
and substantial contribution of electron impact ionization that does not scale as 1/r2.
In Chapter 6, deviation of the electron ionization rate from the canonical 1/r2 behav-
ior of other ionization processes was found to play only a minor role on the variability
of the cooling index. We have thus excluded the last potential contributor to PUI
variations and are left with the first two, of which likely the starkly different solar
wind expansion behavior may play a leading role. Therefore, we study the interstel-
lar helium PUI propagation in solar wind compression and rarefaction regions in this
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chapter by adopting an magnetohydrofynamics (MHD) model for a CIR in the solar
wind.
7.1 Co-rotating Interaction Region
Compression and rarefaction regions may play a leading role on the observed varia-
tions in the PUI cooling index over the course of the solar cycle due to their different
solar wind expansion behaviors. Indeed, many of the features of the PUI velocity
distribution can be explained as results of solar wind compression or rarefaction.
When fast solar wind overtakes slow solar wind, a compression region forms on
both side of the stream interface (SI), and a rarefaction region at the trailing edge of
the fast solar wind. If the flow pattern persists over consecutive solar rotations, such
a compression region is called a co-rotating interaction region (CIR); otherwise, it is
a transient interaction region (TIR). As shown in Figure 7-1, four regions are marked
as the ambient slow solar wind (S), compressed slow wind region (S’), compressed fast
wind region (F’), and the fast wind, which is the rarefaction region (F). The SI sepa-
rates solar wind plasma originating in different coronal regions, and is distinguished
as an abrupt drop in the proton density, a simultaneous rise in proton temperature
[Gosling et al., 1978]. The plasma pressure within the compression region also peaks
in the vicinity of the SI [Gosling and Pizzo, 1999; Jian et al., 2006]. The proton den-
sity, temperature, interplanetary magnetic field, and total plasma pressure increase
in the S’ region in front of the SI, and decrease in the F’ region behind the SI. The
solar wind speed gradually increases in both regions. For the rarefaction region at
the trailing edge of the fast solar wind, it is a transition from the fast to slow so-
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lar wind, with a gradual decrease in the solar speed accompanied by a decrease in
temperature and an increase in density [Burlaga et al., 1990]. The abrupt drop in
the proton entropy [Burton et al., 1999] can also characterize this transition region.
Compression and rarefaction regions can cause larger variations on the PUI flux and
accelerate PUIs to become suprathermal and energetic particles [e.g., Gloeckler et al.
2003; Fisk and Gloeckler 2006; Mason, 2000; Chotoo et al., 2000; Giacalone et al.
2002; Ebert et al., 2012].
Figure 7-1: Schematic view of the CIR geometry [Richardson et al., 1993].
A compression region often will have a forward and reverse shock pair on its
leading and trailing edge. Such a shock pair does not form typically until the region
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moves further out in the heliosphere ( ≥ 2 AU), where the velocity difference is faster
than the fast magnetosonic speed. The shocks can accelerate suprathermal PUIs to
higher energies through diffusive shock acceleration [e.g. Fisk and Lee, 1980].
One goal of this work is to determine the effect of the compression and rarefaction
regions on the pickup ion cooling behavior. To do so we determine the cooling index
in individual compression and rarefaction regions, and we employ a simple model of a
CIR [Giacalone et al., 2002] in the solar wind to study the evolution of the interstellar
helium PUI distribution in the solar wind compression and rarefaction regions. By
performing the individual event analysis first, we can find out how a different solar
wind expansion pattern can affect pickup ion cooling. Then, this behavior can be
tested by simulations.
7.2 Pickup Ion Cooling in Compression and Rar-
efaction Regions
Table 7.1 lists SIRs investigated in this paper, which were identified using the STEREO-
A PLASTIC SIR list based on plasma and magnetic field data (http : //www −
scc.igpp.ucla.edu/forms/stereo/stereo level 3.html). We limited our study in be-
tween 2007 and 2010. The leftmost column is the SIR number. Columns 2, 3, and 4
list the start, SI, end times of the SIRs in the format Month/Day HH:MM. Column 5
lists the end times of the rarefaction regions. We selected only those events where the

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To model the interstellar neutral gas distribution, we use the hot gas model.
Then the isotropic PUI distribution is calculated according to Equation 5.11. In this
analysis, we only use the photoionization rate due to the minor effect of electron im-
pact ionization on the PUI distribution [Chen et al., 2014]. To allow a quantitative
comparison of the model distributions with the observations, the PUI velocity dis-
tribution function is transformed into the spacecraft frame and integrated over the
sensor field-of-view and energy ranges as shown in Chapter 5.
Figure 7-2: Cooling indices in the fast compressed solar wind (F’) in comparison with
the cooling indices in the adjacent rarefaction region (F). The CIR events are listed
in Table 7.1.
In Figure 7-2, we show a comparison between the cooling index in the F and F’
region. We compare the predicted PUI distribution in each individual compression
and rarefaction region with PUI observations selected in Table 7.1. The cooling index
is substantially increased in the compressed (F’) in comparison with the uncompressed
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fast wind. The variation in the cooling index is due to the different solar wind
expansiuon behavior in these regions. In the F’ region, the compression of the solar
wind leads to a slower cooling process, while the over expansion in the F region leads
to a faster cooling process.
In order to study explicitly the influence of the solar wind expansion pattern on the
PUI cooling behavior, we use the Energetic Particle Radiation Environment Module
(EPREM) [Schwadron et al. 2010] kinetic code to simulate the PUI distribution in a
simplified model of CIR [Giacalone et al. 2002] in the rest part of this Chapter.
7.3 Magnetohydrodynamic Model of a CIR
To simulate the solar wind speed, density and interplanetary magnetic field in a CIR,
we take a simple model of a CIR constructed by Giacalone et al. [2002], which is
applicable for heliocentric distances ≤ 2 AU where the forward and reverse shocks
have not yet formed. From this model, the radial solar wind flow speed is taken as
U in the non-rotating heliocentric frame. In a frame co-rotating with the Sun at rate
Ωs, the flow velocity ~Uc, has components in both the radial and azimuthal directions,
where the azimuthal flow speed can be written as −Ωsr sin θ with θ defined as the
co-latitude. We are using spherical coordinates r, φ, and θ, which are defined in the
co-rotating frame. The radial component U is assumed to be a function of radial
distance r, and azimuthal angle
U(r, φ) = Us+
1
2
(Uf−Us)tanh(φc − Ωsr/W − φ4φc )−
1
2
(Uf−Us)tanh(φrf − Ωsr/W − φ4φrf )
(7.1)
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where Us and Uf are the slow and fast solar wind speeds, respectively. The angular
parameters{φc,4φc} and {φrf ,4φrf} specify the location and azimuthal width of
the compression and subsequent rarefaction regions. The parameter W is the speed
of the disturbance, moving radially outward in the nonrotating heliocentric frame.
Therefore, this model may reproduce either a ”reverse” (W is slower than the slow
solar wind speed, Us) or ”forward” (W is faster than the fast solar wind speed, Uf )
compression in the solar wind. The width of the compression region along a specific
radial vector can be simply given described by 4c = W4φc/Ωs.







which is the following solution [see Gicalone et al., 2002, Equation (5)]







Here we assume that the slow solar wind density at the surface of the Sun r = rs is
ρs.
A divergence-free magnetic field is introduced to be parallel to the solar wind
velocity in the co-rotating frame
~B = Ψiρ ~Uc (7.4)
In this case, the magnetic field is of the following form [Giacalone et al., 2002;
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Ωsr sin θ (7.6)
where Ψi is the normalization factor for a magnetic field line ”i”. Ψi is deduced from
the boundary condition that the magnetic field strength at the footpoint (rs, φi) of
this magnetic field line is equal to the boundary value B(rs, φi). Hence, the nearly
radial magnetic field near the Sun leads Ψi to
Ψi ≈ (U(rs, φi)−W )Br(rs, φi)
U(rs, φi)
(7.7)
Here we use a uniform boundary field Br(rs, φi) = 1G to compute the magnetic field
based on Equation 7.5 and 7.6. To avoid a singularity in Equation 7.3, W must be
smaller (for a reverse compression) or larger (for a forward compression) than U(r, φ)
everywhere. Examples for magnetic field configurations with forward and reverse
compression are shown in Figure 7-3.
7.4 Kinetic Model of PUIs and Suprathermal Par-
ticles
In order to compute the PUI velocity distributions in structured solar wind, we use
the Energetic Particle Radiation Environment Module (EPREM) [Schwadron et al.,
2010], a highly versatile and flexible parallelized numerical kinetic particle code that
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accounts for the time-dependent transport of PUIs, suprathermal, and energetic par-
ticles along and across magnetic field lines for any field and flow topology in three
dimensions. It produces time histories of the particle velocity distribution functions
as a function of pitch angle and energy, appropriate for the magnetohydrodynamic
Figure 7-3: Magnetic field lines on the ecliptic plane inside 2 AU. The parameters are
4φc = 10,4φrf = 250, φc−φrf = 700, Uf = 800km/sandUs = 400km/s. (a) Forward
compression with W = 1200km/s; (b) Reverse compression with W = 300km/s.
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conditions in the heliosphere. The transport of particles parallel to the interplanetary
magnetic field is treated in the EPREM model with a focused transport equation.
Along each field line, EPREM solves for particle streaming, adiabatic focusing and
cooling, convection, pitch angle scattering, and stochastic acceleration, using the Ko´ta
et al. [2005] formalism. A slightly modified form of the focused transport equation
[Skilling, 1971; Ruffolo, 1995] is used to treat transport and energy change:
(7.8)
Here, the notation, d
dt




+ ~V · ∇, ~V is
the solar wind flow velocity, ~eb is the unit vector along the magnetic field, µ is the
cosine of the pitch angle, n is the solar wind density, B is the magnetic field strength,
p is the particle momentum, v is the particle speed, and Q is the particle source




−1 f(t, x, v, µ)dµ is isotropic
portion of the distribution function. The pitch angle diffusion coefficient is given by
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where λp is the parallel mean free path and has the form [Erdos, 1999; Sakai, 2002;






λ0 is the parallel mean free path at 1 AU, p is the particle momentum, c is the speed
of light, and r is the radial distance in AU. Dpp is associated with diffusion in particle
momentum. In the modeling presented here, we neglect stochastic acceleration and
perpendicular diffusion. The advantage of the formulation in Equation 7.8 is that
most of the transport coefficients are obtained simply by differencing the bulk plasma
quantities (e.g., density, field strength, plasma velocity) at each ”node” moving with
the solar wind flow from the values at the previous time step to the updated values.
Previously, EPREM has been applied to study helium PUIs (0.5 - 10 keV) [Hill
et al., 2009], and relatively low energy solar energetic particle (SEP) events (1 - 500
MeV) [Dayeh et al., 2010]. Before diving into the detailed study of PUI evolution,
we have verified and validated the EPREM model for PUIs in comparison with the
analytic solutions based on VS76. Here we have used a constant solar wind speed of
450 km/s, a Parker spiral magnetic field with a value of 5 nT, and a parallel scattering
mean free path for He+ PUIs of 0.1 AU at 1 AU. Note: perpendicular transport and
stochastic acceleration are turned off, and PUIs only propagate along individual field
lines. An example of a validation run is shown in Figure 7-4. Along the upwind direc-
tion, the simulated He+ PUI velocity distribution mimics closely the analytic solution
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according to VS76, which indicates that EPREM works very well for the relatively
low energy PUIs. The differences at low PUI speed can be traced to issues related to
numerical diffusion on vanishingly small energy cell sizes. However, for the accumu-
lation of PUIs along the focusing cone there are substantial differences that can be
traced to realistic kinetic effects, starting immediately below solar wind speed, which
result from the large azimuthal gradients in the PUI source distribution. The analytic
solution of VS76, in which PUIs are assumed to simply convect radially with the solar
wind as an entity, provides a mapping of the neutral gas distribution exactly along
the peak of focusing cone. Under these circumstances, the analytic solution does not
reflect properly the actual PUI transport along magnetic field lines. More realisti-
cally, EPREM collects PUIs from left and right of the cone center along the magnetic
field lines, thus reducing the effective phase space density. Therefore, EPREM, which
treats kinetically the complex diffusion-convection processes of charged particles, nat-
urally provides insight into the PUI evolution in regions with a highly variable source
distribution. However, we will not address this problem further in this paper, we will
rather concentrate on the PUI distributions in the structured solar wind of a CIR.
7.5 PUI Distribution in a Model CIR
As an illustrative example, we are modeling PUI propagation in solar wind of a CIR
structure, as shown in Figure 7-3b. It contains a reverse compression with parameters
Uf = 800 km/s, Us = 400 km/s, and W = 300 km/s. We take an energy range
between 10 eV and 1 MeV with an energy grid subdivided into 100 logarithmically
spaced steps. The inner boundary of PUI injection is set at 0.008 AU. PUI velocity
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Figure 7-4: Comparison between simulated velocity distributions from EPREM (red)
and the analytic models of Vasyliunas & Siscoe [1976] (black) for upwind (a) and
downwind (b), respectively. f0 is the isotropic part of the distribution.
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distributions along individual magnetic field lines (herein 64 field lines) are directly
solved for by EPREM in the co-rotating frame following the evolving field lines. The
magnetic field line structure is shown in Figure 7-5 (top panel). In the co-rotating
frame the structure is static, while a near-Earth spacecraft orbits the sun at 1 AU
over a 27-day period. Then the predicted PUI velocity distributions in the structured
solar wind are the averaged distributions over the time period when the spacecraft
passes through the structures. However, the effects of varying transport parameters
on the result will be not discussed in this study, the comprehensive parameter study
will be left to the future. Here, we will concentrate on the PUI cooling behavior in
the compression and rarefaction region, and possible further acceleration of PUIs in
the compression region.
Shown in Figure 7-5 (bottom panel) are the He+ PUI velocity distribution func-
tions obtained with EPREM in the undisturbed slow wind, compression region and
rarefaction region. The distributions are computed at 1 AU in the co-rotating frame
and averaged over φ/Ωs with structural boundaries as integration limits correspond-
ing to a spacecraft passing through the structure. In the undisturbed solar wind
before the compression region, the analytic solution of VS76 is again reproduced as
can be expected based on the comparison of PUI distributions for the homogeneous
solar wind in Figure 7-4. PUIs undergo adiabatic cooling as they are moving along
the expanding magnetic field. For a nearly isotropic velocity distribution in the frame
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Figure 7-5: Top panel: the simulated IMF field lines, with the regions colored accord-
ing to the spectral shown above. Bottom panel: PUI distributions for the compression
(red) and rarefaction (blue) region of a CIR, as simulated with EPREM. A distri-
bution in the undisturbed solar wind is also shown (green) in comparison with the
analytic solution of VS76 (black). A distribution that fall off as v−5 is shown for
comparison in gray.
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(7.11)
where r0 is the location of an observer, nHe(r, θ
′
) is the helium density, θ
′
is the angle
relative to the helium inflow direction, δ is the delta function, and µ0 is the initial
pitch angle at injection of the PUIs. Under the variable transformation, w = v/V
, and y = (r/r0)w







β+0 nHe(rs(w, y), θ
′)δ(w − 1) (7.12)
where the streaming variables are given by rs(w, y) = r0yw







where r′(w) = rw3/2 = const. Therefore, for a steady-state spherically symmetric







However, the solar wind speed increases along the magnetic field lines in the rar-
efaction region, and thus leads to a steeper distribution. Consequently, the positive
gradient of the solar wind speed leads to a stronger cooling than that in the undis-
turbed solar wind, and accordingly results in a steeper slope. In contrast to the
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rarefaction region, the shape of the spectrum below the PUI cut-off speed is much
flatter in the compression region due to the negative gradient of solar wind speed,
where PUIs undergo weaker cooling.
In addition, a power law tail distribution above the PUI cut-off speed suddenly
emerges, where PUIs are accelerated to substantially higher energies than in the
PUI distribution. Possible sources for acceleration are shocks, magnetic turbulence,
and compressions. However, there are no shocks in the simulation, and stochastic
acceleration is turned off as well. Hence, this observation of significant acceleration
suggests that the negative divergence of the solar wind speed associated with the
CIR formation can efficiently accelerate particles, even without a shock, as already
discussed by [Giacalone et al., 2002]. There is also a very weak tail of the distribution
in the rarefaction due to the connection of the magnetic field in the rarefaction region
to the compression region. However, the relevant magnitude is below ∼ 10−6, and
thus insignificant.
Overall, a high-energy tail distribution in the solar wind frame is found. This tail
distribution, although not a perfect power-law fit, is close to the reference spectrum
in Figure 7-5 with a -5 power law index, which indicates that compressive diffusion
acceleration maybe a solution, at least under some circumstances, for the frequently
observed f(v) ∼ v−5 suprathermal tail distribution [Gloeckler et al. 2003; Fisk &
Gloeckler 2006, 2007, 2008]. Figure 7-6 shows the power law index of the tail distri-
bution for different parameters of the CIR. The power law index increases with
Uf−Us
4φc ,
and varies between -3 and steeper than -10. Without any additional acceleration
terms in the transport equation, the acceleration is due to the gradual compression
between the solar wind fast and slow stream. In this case, the -5 power law index
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is not a special solution, except that it represents an intermediate case in the range
of parameters modeled. This circumstance motivates follow-up observational work to
study the range of CIR compressions and the associated azimuthal velocity gradients,
Uf−Us
4φc , typically encountered in the solar wind at 1 AU and at other radial distances.
Potentially, an observational relationship between these velocity gradients and the
associated power-law index of suprathermal particles could be established.
Figure 7-6: Power law index of the tail distribution, as simulated for various differ-
ences in the solar wind speed across the CIR. We also simulated two different widths
of the solar wind speed transition 4φc ( 4φc = 10 in red and 4φc = 20 in blue). The
green and black dashed lines indicate -3 and -5 power law indices, respectively.
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7.6 PUI Distribution Comparison in an Observed
CIR
In the next example, we model the PUI velocity distributions for a CIR observed by
STEREO-A, which occurred between June 14 and 16 (DOY 165 - 167), 2010 when the
ecliptic longitude of STEREO-A is near 740 in the Heliocentric Earth Ecliptic (HEE)
coordinate system. From top to bottom, Figure 7-7 shows the energetic He flux, solar
wind speed, solar wind density, solar total pressure and magnetic field data for this
CIR. Panel a) of Figure 7-7 shows 1 hour average 0.097 - 0.546 MeV nucleon−1 He in-
tensities measured by the Suprathermal Ion Telescope (SIT) [Mason et al., 2008]. SIT
is a time-of-flight mass spectrometer capable of identifying the elemental composition
and measuring the intensity of heavy ions from ∼30 keV/nucleon to 2 MeV/nucleon,
but not the charge states. In the solar wind, the normal He+/He++ ratio is on the
order of 10−6. However, extreme enhancement of the abundance ratio over the solar
wind value with enhancement factors of > 103 at suprathermal and high energies have
been observed in CIRs [Hilchenbach et al., 1999; Chotoo et al., 2000; Morris et al.,
2001; Mo¨bius et al., 2002; Kucharek et al., 2003]. These enhancements led to the
suggestion that PUIs constitute an important source for further acceleration in CIRs.
Therefore, the enhancement of the He flux in the CIR, as seen in Figure 7-7a, likely
indicates local acceleration of interstellar He+ PUIs. Figure 7-7b shows 10 minute
averaged solar wind speed measured by the Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Compo-
sition (PLASTIC) instrument [Galvin et al., 2008]. The solid line is the solar wind
speed used in the model. The bar in Figure 7-7b marks the time interval used for
computing the PUI phase space density. Figure 7-7 c-e show the 10 minute average
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solar wind density measured by PLASTIC, total proton pressure (2npkTp + B
2/µ0),
and interplanetary magnetic field strength measured by magnetometer (Acun˜a et al.,
2008) on STEREO-A. The solid vertical lines are the sector boundaries of the CIR and
the stream interface. Parameters in the CIR model are: Uf = 600 km/s, Us = 340
km/s, W = 200 km/s, φc = 135
0, φrf = 105
0,4c = 10, and 4f = 250.
Figure 7-7: (a) 1-hr average energetic He intensity, which is interpreted as mostly
He+ from PUIs, as discussed in the text. (b-e) The 10-min average solar wind speed,
density, proton total pressure, and magnetic field data. The black vertical lines mark
the sector boundaries of the CIR, and the second vertical black line from the left is
the stream interface. The Red dashed vertical lines mark an interplanetary corona
mass ejection (ICME).
Figure 7-8 shows a comparison of predicted PUI phase space density with the
observed PUI phase space density in the CIR from PLASTIC, which measures He+
and He++ distributions from 0.4 to 80 keV separately. The predicted PUI phase
space density is the PUI velocity distribution as obtained with EPREM using the
same source function as in Equation 7.8. It is averaged over the CIR and integrated
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over the PLASTIC field-of-view and energy channels. The increase in the observed
phase space density at the lower energies may be attributed to a contribution of inner
source ions, which completely dominate the pickup He+ spectrum, and a potential
contribution of heavy solar wind ions with mass per charge around 4. The predicted
phase space density below the PUI cut-off speed [i.e 1.4 ≤ W ≤ 2] fits the data
well. The phase space density above the cut-off speed appears qualitatively similar to
the observations, but cannot be compared quantitatively. These results suggest that
gradual compression of solar wind does play a role in the acceleration of particles to
higher energy in CIRs.
Figure 7-8: Comparison of predicted phase space density with observations plotted
as a function of ion speed in the spacecraft frame divided by solar wind speed. The
predicted phase space density is obtained by integrating the simulated PUI velocity
distribution averaged in the CIR over the PLASTIC field-of-view and energy channels.
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7.7 Conclusions on the Evolution of Pickup Ion
Distributions in CIRs
We have used the EPREM kinetic code to model PUI propagation in a simplified
CIR. In our simulation, we calculate the neutral gas spatial distribution with a hot
interstellar gas model, taking into account solely photoionization. The newly cre-
ated PUIs are injected as a ring distribution in velocity space according to the local
magnetic field direction. The PUI velocity distributions are obtained by solving the
modified focused transport equation, where we ignored the transport perpendicular
to the magnetic field and drift, and the stochastic acceleration. In summary, we have
found:
1. In the undisturbed solar wind before the CIR compression region, the analytic
solution of Vasyliunas and Siscoe [1976] agrees well with the distribution found
with EPREM.
2. In the compression region of the CIR, the negative gradient of the solar wind
speed leads to a weaker cooling for the core PUIs, while the cooling is stronger
in the rarefaction region.
3. Also, a power law high-energy tail distribution above the PUI cut-off speed
in the solar wind frame is found in the CIR compression region without the
presence of a shock.
4. The power law index of the tail distribution increases with the velocity gradient
in the compression region
Uf−Us
∆φc
and varies between -3 and steeper than -10.
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The first two results are consistent with the proposed explanation for the observa-
tion of a PUI cooling rate that varies with solar activity in the conclusion of Chen et
al. [2013]. In fact, such variations of the solar wind expansion during the radial PUI
transport may be the most important driver for the observed changes in the slope of
the core PUI distribution.
We also demonstrate that gradual compression of the solar wind in the compres-
sion region can significantly accelerate PUIs at or inside 1 AU. This effect provides
further evidence that local CIR compression plays an important role in the accelera-
tion process. While the power law index of the suprathermal tail distribution in our
simulations varies between about -3 and -10, a power law index near the center of
this range or close to -5 is found for the high-energy tail (above 2 times the solar
wind speed) distribution in the EPREM simulations for particular velocity gradients
in the CIR. The power-law above the injection speed of pickup ions is sensitive to
the velocity gradient in CIRs, which motivates future observational studies to test
whether a relationship between the power-law index and the velocity gradient can be
established. In one case study provided here, the observed velocity gradient produces
an energy distribution above the pickup ion injection speed that agrees well with
observations, which suggests that gradual compression may play an important role in




Interstellar PUIs are an excellent tool for the study of the physical parameters and
composition of the local interstellar medium and of other neutral gas distributions in
the vicinity of planets and comets. Additionally, PUIs are a primary source for further
acceleration at compressions and shocks. PUI velocity distributions are determined
by their source distribution and transport processes in the solar wind. The source
distribution is controlled by the ionization rates, while the transport processes are
affected by interplanetary conditions and solar wind variations. The main motivation
behind this work is to provide a fundamentally improved picture of the evolution of
PUI distributions in a spatially and temporally varying medium.
In the past, PUI distributions have been largely evaluated based on the simplifying
assumption that they are cooling according to an adiabatic gas law in the expanding
interplanetary plasma with a cooling index equal to 3/2 [Vasyliunas & Siscoe, 1976]
and transported radially outward with the solar wind as entity. This cooling process
has been studied with a data set during solar minimum [Saul et al., 2009]. Further
observational studies [Chen et al. 2013] based on model and data comparison over
the previous solar cycle have shown that the resulting cooling index can be larger or
smaller than the ideal value 3/2 assumed previously and varies between ∼1 and 2. In
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particular, the cooling index increases with the Sunspot Number as an indicator of
varying solar activities, but with large variations. Even when we restricted our data
sets for nearly perpendicular IMF to eliminate incomplete pitch angle scattering, the
trend with the solar activity is still preserved and the correlation appears more sig-
nificant. However, there is still noticeable scatter. We have identified three potential
contributors to the observed variations: 1) electron impact ionization that typically
decreases steeper with the heliocentric distance that 1/r2 and strongly depends on
the actual solar wind electron distribution; 2) solar wind compression and rarefac-
tion regions in which the solar wind expansion as 1/r2 is not valid; 3) slow and thus
incomplete pitch angle scattering that substantially reduce the observed PUI fluxes
and lead to a steeper slope of the PUI distribution.
The importance of electron impact ionization increases relative to the overall PUI
production closer to the Sun, i.e. in the prime source region for PUIs at 1 AU.
However, we have found that: 1) for long term averages of the PUI distributions, the
effect of electron impact ionization on the determination of the He+ PUI cooling index
is very small and can be neglected; 2) even in the compressed solar wind, the influence
of the enhanced electron impact ionization is rather small [Chen et al. 2014],as has
been discussed in Chapter 6.
In order to study the effect of solar wind compression and rarefactions on the PUI
velocity distributions, we have in our first attempt computed the cooling indices in
the compressed and fast uncompressed fast winds in CIRs observed by STEREO-
A. Figure 7-2 has shown that the cooling index is substantially increased in the
compressed fast wind in comparison with the uncompressed fast wind. The cooling
index is larger in the compressed fast wind and thus has a weaker cooling behavior.
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This result is also consistent with our previous findings.
In our second attempt, we have studied systematically the variation of the PUI
cooling in compression and rarefaction regions of SIRs using STEREO PLASTIC
observations at high time resolution and compared them with the PUI distributions
in the compression and rarefaction region of a CIR [Giacalone et al. 2002] simulated
with the Energetic Particle Radiation Environment Module (EPREM) [Schwadron
et al., 2010].We have indeed uncovered weaker cooling in compressions and stronger
cooling in rarefactions which are consistent with the observed cooling behavior in F
and F’ regions. These variations may likely be an explanation for the observed strong
variations of the PUI fluxes across the gravitational focusing cone on the downwind
side of the interstellar gas flow [Mo¨bius et al., 2010], where large gradients in the PUI
source distribution conspire with strong spatial and temporal variations of the PUI
evolution. The simulated distributions mimic closely the observed differences in the
cooling behavior of PUIs in these regions. Additionally, superathermal tails emerged
from the PUI distributions inside the compression region which indicates the possible
local acceleration of PUIs in the absence of the shocks. Results have been in Chapter
7.
We have determined the PUI cooling index, and found that it varies with solar
activity. We have identified three potential contributors to the observed variations,
i.e. electron impact ionization that does not scale as 1/r2, solar wind radial expan-
sion behavior that differs from the usual 1/r2 scaling, and incomplete pitch angle
scattering. We have excluded the first possibility, and shown that the second effect
plays the leading role. Drew et al. [2015] has shown that the observed He+ veloc-
ity distribution function is highly anisotropic for certain configurations of the IMF.
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A non-isotropic He+ velocity distribution function in solar wind frame will result in
a significant difference in shape and intensity of the observed spectra in spacecraft
frame. These difference can affect the determination of the cooling index. However,
the investigation of the influence of incomplete pitch angle scattering that leads to
anisotropic PUI velocity distributions goes beyond the scope of this thesis, but is
worth further study in the future.
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